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SUBJECT: ADMINISTRATION ANALYSIS - CORE SERVICES REVIEW & ACTIONS TO 

DATE 
 
 
On Council's direction a Core Services Review has been completed by KPMG. The final report 
was submitted April 29, 2013. 
 
Within the Request for Proposals for the Core Services Review as issued on July 27, 2012, the 
CAO noted  

 
"The Corporation of the City of Vernon has experienced significant changes with respect to 
range of services and programs, service delivery models, regional partnerships and 
responsibilities, staffing, assumption of downloaded responsibilities and boundary 
extensions over the past 19 years.  While contemporary responsive municipal corporations 
must evolve within the changing business environment, rapid and at times quite dramatic 
shifts tend to create an unstable environment in which it is difficult to implement sound, 
consistent processes that focus on core customer services.  Further, it is difficult to build a 
relatively stable, efficient learning organization, recruit and retain skilled personnel and 
establish sound management practices.  Reasonable stability and clear focus are the 
foundation blocks to a high performance, cost effective business model.   
 
Modern, forward thinking municipalities and the residents, rate-payers and businesses they 
serve, are tending to pursue long-term sustainable practices. For the community this 
means a focus on economic diversity leading to resiliency and value added employment 
opportunities, thoughtful development leading to minimizing the environmental footprint and 
protection of key natural attributes; and the assurance of a responsible, caring social fabric 
that embraces cultural values and ties the community together.   
 
For the municipal corporation this requires a clear vision determined by Council and 
responsive to community expectations.  The business of the corporation must be well 
defined and limited.  A sound multi-year financial plan based on establishing a stable, 
predictable tax environment that does not unduly burden future generations will give rate-
payers and investors a needed level of surety.  The corporation must be appropriately 
resourced and structured to deliver expected services and programs in an efficient, creative 
and customer centric approach.   
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Periodic Core Services Reviews are a necessary and positive means to check, confirm and 
re-orient (as necessary) the range of services to be delivered, as well as the means of 
delivery.  Core Services Reviews are one method to ensure what is delivered is of the 
highest value to the community, shed lower value services, apply best modern practices to 
cost effective delivery, and direct valuable, limited resources to the delivery of community 
valued programs and services." 
 

A Core Services Review, conducted by an independent, professional body, is an important tool for 
a Council to assess the scope of services delivered to the community and the cost effectiveness 
of delivery. Council will also draw on its own collective experience, the constant and valuable 
feedback from residents and businesses, the advice and recommendations arising from 
Committees of Council and independent groups such as the Chamber of Commerce, Downtown 
Vernon Association and the Social Planning Council of the North Okanagan.  Council may also 
draw on the professional expertise of staff. 
 
KPMG has presented 113 "opportunities" for Council's consideration in two spread sheets. Eight 
(8) of these 113 dealt with personnel issues and were presented "In Camera".  The remaining 105 
have been presented in a public report. Of the 8 reported "In Camera" all but three are discussed 
below, in the attached spread sheets or are embedded in the Position Papers. The three 
remaining are discussed in the context of a comprehensive re-organization proposal for 
Community Development and a review of Safe Communities/Community Policing to be presented 
to Council, In Camera, for consideration and direction. 
 
The KPMG report also proposed "opportunities" within the supporting text in Chapters 5 through 
13.  These "opportunities" did not necessarily match or coincide with those in the spread sheets. 
 
Administration has carefully considered the KPMG report and submits for Council consideration 
the replicated spread sheets which now include "Administration Recommended Action" and 
"Administration Comments."  Further, Administration submits 19 Position Papers for Council's 
consideration.  The Position Papers essentially group and summarize the opportunities, including 
text comments, provide a brief background and include one or more recommendations for 
Council's consideration.  Council's resolutions arising will provide clear direction to a number of 
issues raised by the Core Services Review and/or response by Administration. 
 
Table 1 presents a corrected account of staffing within the Corporation for the period 2007-2013. 
Clearly, there was a significant growth period, 2007 - 2009 inclusive.  This tapered off through 
2010-2012, will be stable in 2012 and will show a decline in 2013. 
 
KPMG noted few areas where staffing levels could be considered comparatively higher than the 
norm. By the inverse (though not stated) there does not appear to be any units under staffed, 
other than Planning. Specifically, KPMG noted RCMP officer numbers could be considered 
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somewhat above the norm (Council has reduced funding to support 48 positions rather than 50); 
that Community Policing/Safe Communities could be reduced by one position (this has been done 
with the elimination of the Senior Management position); that Bylaw appears higher than the norm 
though this may be offsetting policing (the attached Position Paper provides numerous 
alternatives). Specific positions within Community Development/Planning are addressed in the 
Position Paper presented "In Camera." 
 
In short, according to the KPMG findings and specific recommendations, the Corporation appears 
to be appropriately staff when compared to like municipalities and in consideration of expected 
service levels. 
 
Through 2012-2013 the Corporation has deleted the Senior Management position previously 
responsible for Safe Communities/Community Policing. This unit is now included in Corporate 
Services.  Two water services management positions have been combined and one eliminated.  
RCMP funding now supports 48 officer positions, down from 50.  While the KPMG "opportunities" 
imply the need to reduce RCMP Municipal Employee (ME) staff, the text and verbal presentation 
by KPMG noted ME staffing within the integrated detachment appears appropriate overall and that 
source funding needs to be assessed. The direction being that the City of Vernon appears to pay  
disproportionately high amounts. As at January 1, 2013 six (6) water services staff were 
transferred to Greater Vernon Water (this is not an overall savings, but will reduce staff count to 
City of Vernon).  Parks Operations are preparing to reduce operations and maintenance staff as 
Coldstream assumes direct responsibility for maintenance of local parks within the District of 
Coldstream (that will be a net reduction in the 2014 RDNO Parks requisition paid by Vernon 
ratepayers). 
 
Based on direction arising by resolution of Council through consideration of the 19 Position 
Papers, the CAO and Senior Management team will focus on achieving the expectations of 
Council.  Administration has initiated the 2014-15 budget process and has set conservative 
targets subject to Council direction. Under the existing CAO the goal is to manage a gradual 
decrease in staffing levels while implementing contemporary, efficient work practices.  Not within 
the control of Administration is "service creep."  This is the addition of new services or expanded 
services to the community without offsetting reductions elsewhere.  This is the policy purview of 
Council as it responds to numerous requests from residents, businesses and service 
organizations. 
 
Council has continued to move forward aggressively, during the Core Services Review 
development period; to redirect services, resources, and expenditures; contain costs and set the 
City of Vernon on a long term course of budget stability, based on sustainable revenues. 
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Through the 2013-2014 budget process Council has dealt with a $1.8 million "hole" in sustainable 
revenues, held actual operating budget increases to 0.2%, increased select fees for services (e.g. 
parking, planning, development), established a long term funding model to rebuild and replace 
aging infrastructure, established clear strategic priorities reporting back to the community every six 
months, and protected core services. 
 
Of the 113 combined "opportunities" identified by KPMG: 
 

• 28 are complete Including: infrastructure funding program; 
reducing funded RCMP officer complement; 
increasing certain fees for service; Parks MOU, 
Water MOU, etc. 

• 36 are underway, many nearing 
completion 

Including: negotiations related to provision of 
recreation, arts and culture services; negotiating 
First Medical Responder services to IR#6 on 
fee for service basis; integrating paid-per-call 
firefighters under one command structure; and 
reviewing conventional and custom transit 
services. 
 

The attached spread sheets include: 

• Recommendations to proceed with an 
additional 16 

Including: Reviewing Committees of Council; 
further negotiations on Casino revenues; 
replacement schedule for Civic Arena; 
marketing fire dispatch services; and increase 
crack sealing/pavement maintenance. 
 

• Recommendation to not proceed with 28 Including: opportunities fundamentally opposed 
to Council's direction (e.g. commitment to 
Social Planning); initiatives tried before or that 
appear to have minimal third party interest such 
as moving economic development and tourism 
to RDNO or "Greater Vernon"; and items that 
are unpractical such as two week garbage pick 
up (think August...). 
 

• Recommendation to refer 2 Water system consideration to current Master 
Water Plan process and bus fares to Transit 
Services Review Process. 
 

• Recommendation to reject 3 Items that have been dealt with by Council 
(Predator Ridge Fire Hall; snow clearing utility) 
or  would increase operating costs (work order 
system). 
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The 19 Position Papers provide clear, forward action based recommendations and Council's 
direction by resolution is respectfully requested. 
 
Table 2 summarizes budget impact of Council direction and Administration initiatives over the past 
10 months (excepting Airport Manager change - occurred earlier, and utility upgrades to Corporate 
buildings - ongoing). Most are included in KPMG identified "opportunities" and Council has moved 
ahead with these in advance of the final report.  Most of these are completed with the balance well 
underway. 
 
The Core Services Review cost $80,000. Initiatives directed by Council or otherwise implemented 
by Administration have either reduced costs or generated new revenues in the order of $1.8 
million. 
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Comments

Re-Engineer City-wide
Governance 
and Support 
Services

All Costs high Low PC CSI High Med 1

Highest potential payback in improved efficiency and reduced duplication.
Official Community Plan Bylaw 5181 addresses annexation points (2008) 
http://www.vernon.ca/images/uploads/council/bylaws/Bylaw_5151_Plan_Ve
rnon_2008.pdf 

Increase 
Revenues Governance

Governance 
and Support 
Services

Administration None Low Low 1 Collect benchmark data.

Change 
Structure and 
Staffing

Council
Governance 
and Support 
Services

Administration None Low Low Low Short 1

Extensive committee structure requires staff time to manage committees, 
attend meetings, investigate issues or concerns raised.  Committees with 
over-lapping mandates produce contradictory advice and/or extend the 
time for decision-making.  However committees are an important part of 
public participation program of the City.

Re-Engineer
Governance 
and Support 
Services

Administration None None Low CSI Low Short 2 Committees and Councillors find it expedient to process recommendations 
quickly, but can have high risk if full implications not identified.

Administration Recommended Action
This is a political decisoin of elected Council's/Board. Administration has provided 
recommendations to reduce administrative overhead costs. These are being reviewed 
through Greater Vernon Parks, Recreation and Culture Service Review. Ongoing 
amendments to service delivery models can reduce administrative duplication and 
subsequent costs while not disturbing the fundamental governance model.

Administration Comments
These coments refer Council and Board costs and Administration positions which are, in large part, duplicated in each separate 
and distinct jurisdiction and the Regional District. This is an issue which could be subject to a plebiscite with the 2014 or future 
local government election.  

4

+

Amalgamate Greater Vernon 
Sub-District - or at least the 
urban portions (current and 
future) as a single City

Administration Recommended Action
Council policy determines Council remuneration. The intent of this policy is to partially 
offset direct loss of income due to Council obligations. Administration recommends NO 
change to this policy.

Administration Comments
The Council Remuneration Policy defines this benefit for Elected Officials.

43

O

Councillor pay of $137 per 
meeting - should be eliminated

63

*

Reduce 17 advisory 
committees of Council by 
consolidating mandates, 
eliminating overlaps Administration Recommended Action

THAT Council direct Administration to commence a detailed review the various Terms of 
Reference for all Select and Standing Committees of Council and bring forward 
recommendations that will provide clarification of roles, opportunities for consolidation to 
reduce duplication or overlap, and possibly elimination of identified Committees.

Administration Comments
Administration has discussed the importance of this and is expected to undertake a systematic review in the future.  See 
Position Paper "Review of Committees of Council."

Administration Recommended Action
Completed - currently proceeding with this initiative

Administration Comments
In Progress.  Over the past 6 months, Administration has been reviewing and presenting the Committee Recommendations 
with staff comments. A revised format of reporting Committee recommendations is forthcoming.

64

•

Advisory committee 
recommendations need 
staff/finance review before they 
are considered by Council
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Comments

Service 
Change Finance

Governance 
and Support 
Services

Finance None Med Low PC Low Short 1

The City is committed to providing $10,000 per year to the Ranch, but 
currently provides $150,000.  Requests for additional funding are 
anticipated.  Reducing City support will curtail programming and/or force a 
change in the type of programming offered.  Support could be phased out 
to allow transition to new operating approaches.

Increase 
Revenues

Governance 
and Support 
Services

Finance None High Med CSI Low Short 1

$600,000 in permissive exemptions against  $24M in tax revenue  is about 
2.5% - larger than many other municipalities.  Many cities provide 1% or 
less.  Council approved a 10% reduction as part of the 2013 budget.  
Continued annual reductions should be implemented until permissive 
exemptions reflect less than 1.25% of tax revenues.   Policy review will be 
required to determine whether some categories should be eliminated, or 
partial benefit granted to many or all.  Changes could be phased in over a 
number of years.

Administration Recommended Action
THAT Council phase out funding to O'Keefe Ranch over three years

2013 $150,000
2014 $100,000
2015 $  50,000

AND return to the contract value of $10,000 as specified in the agreement with O'Keefe 
Ranch Historical Society.

OR alternatively THAT Council maintain funding at current levels. 

Administration Comments
2013 Finanicial Plan maintains ongoing grants and support to the ranch of $152,000.  See Position Paper "Grants"1

*
O'Keefe Ranch to be weaned 
off city support

Administration Recommended Action
That Council direct staff to prepare a tax exemption bylaw to contain an exemption at 
87.5% of the prior year's rate, with no new exemption requests being considered until 
2014.  
And further, that Council direct staff to prepare a policy paper to clarify Council 
consideration of a ten year permissive tax exemption, the maximum allowable under the 
Community Charter.  
And Further that Council direct staff to prepare a policy paper to clarify Councils 
consideration of a fixed target for permissive tax exemptions for 2014 of $410,000. 

Administration Comments                                                                                                                                                                    
2013 Permissive Tax Exemption bylaw estimated the value of City authorized exemptions to be valued  at $596,143.35. See 
Position Paper "Permissive Tax Exemptions"

50

+
Reduce permissive tax 
exemptions
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Comments

Change 
Service Level

Financial 
services

Governance 
and Support 
Services

Finance None Med Med Low Short 1

2012 grants of $54,000 included Schubert Center Society (seniors 
services), Civic Sounds (summer outdoor concerts),  Go Green Committee 
(high school composting initiative),  Elks Club (building repairs), Upper 
Room Mission (meals for homeless).  Council approved $42K reduction in 
$100K budget - leaving room for same size grants as 2012.  Little 
community support for greater reductions.

Service 
Change Finance

Governance 
and Support 
Services

Finance None None Low Low Short 6
Project has not received City support since 2010 - RDNO provides support.   
However large funding requests are anticipated.  The process did not 
identify widespread support for public funding of this property.

126

•
Reduce grants

Administration Recommended Action
THAT Council direct staff to work towards development of a coordinated and 
comprehensive grant program with other funding partners. 

Or alternatively, THAT Council  reaffirm the existing Council Discretionary Grant Program 
in amount and policy. 

Administration Comments
2013 Finanicial Plan eliminated two grant programs and replaced them with one. The Financial Plan also decreased grants 
funds available by $42,500.   See Position Paper "Grants".

21

*
Stop supporting Caetani 
Property

Administration Recommended Action
Should the Caetani Cultural Centre revert to a City resource, Council should direct 
Administration to complete a legal analysis of the obligations and options available under 
the terms of the will. 
And further, THAT Council direct Administration to conduct a physical property condition 
report and develop an income versus cost review and bring forward a recommendation for 
Council consideration by mid 2014, for inclusion in the 2015 Financial Plan.

Administration Comments
Caetani is a bequeathed asset to the City. It is a sub function of the Vernon Public Art Gallery according to the specifics of the 
estate. A society has been created to manage the day to day operations of the home and property. The current establishment 
bylaw at the Regional District includes this as a funded program. The City should not need to be involved unless the RDNO 
establishment bylaw is amended to exclude this program. 
The estate generates modest funds to assist with property maintenance when investment earnings from the estate permit. 
Recent building evaluations indicate that historic upkeep of the building was not maintained. At this point in time there appears 
to be a significant backlog in needed repairs and upgrades to the property (in the order of $300,000 - $600,000). See Position 
Paper "Grants"
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Comments

Change 
Service Level

Financial 
services

Governance 
and Support 
Services

Finance None Med Med DSI Low Short 1 Would impact recipients and community.  Budget approved $15K for 
program.  Little community support for further reductions.

Re-Engineer Finance Planning and 
Development Planning None High Low High Med 2 Liability requires clarification, and projects should have a positive Return on 

Investment.

Re-Engineer Financial 
services

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

None None Low CSI Low Short 2 Some municipalities have used this as an approach to help generate 
understanding of the need for increased investment.

Re-Engineer Financial 
services

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Water and 
Sewer None High Low C/I Med Med 4 Ties funding to properties receiving benefits, removes from property tax, 

consistent with user pay principals.

112

*
Eliminate Heritage Grants

Administration Recommended Action
THAT Council continue to receive annual updates on the Heritage Grant Program and 
monitor its effectiveness in helping to preserve heritage as per the goals of the Official 
Community Plan.

Administration Comments
OCP 2008 Heritage Goals are as follows: Enhance and promote the city’s heritage in two key areas of the community, lower 
East Hill, and downtown; enhance heritage properties though the development of policy provisions that ensure adjacent 
development is compatible with, and complementary to, the features of heritage properties; identify, inventory, protect and 
replace significant heritage trees in the city; and increase community awareness of Vernon’s heritage. In addition, OCP Policy 
15.5 15.5 states:  In an effort to support and increase awareness of the Heritage Register, the City shall provide the following:
a. Consideration will be given to an annual grant for property owners listed on the Heritage Register in recognition of the 
additional maintenance requirements of heritage buildings, and in recognition of the community importance in retaining and 
maintaining these properties;
b. Promote the recognition of some of the more notable sites listed on the Heritage Register by providing and annually installing 
up to five heritage identification plaques; and
c. Continue to provide annual funding for the Heritage Restoration Grant program that property owners listed on the Heritage 
Register are eligible to apply for.
Council is receiving a comprehensive summary of the Heritage Grants Program at its Regular Meeting of May 13, 2013.

45

•

Carbon tax, carbon neutrality - 
use $267K of Carbon Tax 
Reserve Funds for local 
projects Administration Recommended Action

That Council reaffirm its commitment to invest in city owjed properties to reduce the 
Corporation's carbon emissions and reduce operating costs with with return period no 
greater than 7 years.

Administration Comments
2013 Finanicial Plan authorized expenditures in the amount of $100,000 from this reserve to make local improvements.

162

•

Capital Infrastructure Levy ‐ 
Split the capital infrastructure 
portion of the tax levy onto a 
separate line on the tax notice. 
Overall increase in fees and 
charges but creates room in tax 
levy and matches fee for 
service.

Administration Recommended Action
Completed through 2013 budget process Council has initiated 1.9%, cumulative over 10 
years, infrastructure recapitalization program.

Administration Comments
2013 Finanicial Plan authorized initiation of this levy split on the annual tax notices. The 2013 tax notice has been formatted in 
this manner.

69
Create a Storm Water Utility 
with charges to benefiting 
properties - Increase fees to 
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Comments

Re-Engineer Financial 
services

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Roads None None Low DSI Med Med 5
Could be difficult to allocate costs appropriately.  Costs on major street 
benefit all, not just local residents, while on residential street, benefits are 
almost entirely local.

Re-Engineer Finance
Governance 
and Support 
Services

Corporate 
Services None Low Low CSI Med Med 3 Implement as cost benefit ratio warrants.

Re-Engineer
Governance 
and Support 
Services

Finance None None Yes Low CSI Med Med 3
Many services are measured today.  Identifying a consistent set of KPIs 
and providing regular reporting would help Council and public assess City 
performance.

Re-Engineer Finance
Governance 
and Support 
Services

Finance None Med Low CSI Low Short 5 Current document is very informative.

160

x

Snow clearing Utility ‐ Overall 
increase in fees and charges 
but creates room in tax levy and 
matches fee for service

Administration Recommended Action
Rejected by Council.

Administration Comments
This option creates tax room in the tax levy but does not generate new money, as household utility bills are increased.

Administration Recommended Action
Reject and that Council reaffirm current divisional procedures.

Administration Comments
On-line bill transactions present numerous challenges for local governments and increased costs to the taxpayer. Primarily, the 
nature of fees paid on line via credit card are subject to substantial service, transaction, and discount fees. The nature of fees 
received in this manner means that two taxpayers incurring the same charge but one paying on-line versus one paying in 
person transfers different net amounts to the City in payment for their fee. Ultimately, fees must be increased 2 - 6% to offset 
net loss of revenues after credit/debit charges.

86

O

Expand and promote on-line 
services to reduce the number 
of transactions handled 
manually

+

     
    

     
cover full costs of asset 
management and renewal

Administration Recommended Action
See position paper.

Administration Comments
The creation of a Stormwater utility is being reviewed through the Liquid Waste Management Plan. The Plan will provide 
direction on proceeding when complete in the next year. This option creates tax room in the tax levy but does not generate new 
money, as household utility bills are increased.

new

+

Develop a formal performance 
measurement system with 
identified key metrics for each 
relevant department and 
publish results in the Annual 
Report

Administration Recommended Action
Performance Management system development underway. "Key metrics" will be based on 
Council's Strategic Priorities and budgeted service levels.

Administration Comments
Council has established clear, measurable strategic priorities 2012-2014. Division performance management system will focus 
on achieving Council's Strategic Priorities. Progress on Strategic Priorities is reported to the community every 6 months.

87 Reduce scope/cost of annual 
report
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Comments

Increase 
Revenues Finance

Governance 
and Support 
Services

Finance None High Low High Med 7 Province in control of distribution of funds, so limited ability to implement.

Re-Engineer Human 
Resources

Governance 
and Support 
Services

Finance Costs Med Low Med Med 5 Benefits clear, but implementation cost unknown at this time

Increase 
Revenues Finance

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Operations 
General None Med Low C CSI Med Short 7

Recent Council decision not to charge water and sewer rates in order to 
encourage secondary suite owners to self identify and ensure inspection / 
safety issues dealt with.

44

*
Get more than 6% from casino 
when agreement renews Administration Recommended Action

That Council direct Administration to consider means (e.g. UBCM resolution) to pressure 
Provincial Government to either increase local government return on Casino based 
gaming reserves and/or increase reliable returns from BC Gaming and stop deterioration 
of local government reserves.

Administration Comments
The Host Local Government Agreements no longer offer the flexibility to "get a better deal". Steps taken by BC Gaming to open 
up online gaming are placing pressure on the existing agreements as patrons of gaming establishments no longer need to 
leave their homes to gamble.

70

x

Integrate work order system, 
service request system and 
payroll Administration Recommended Action

Reject at this time until systems become cost effective for City of Vernon.
Administration Comments
Operations and others are presently using Cityworks to track service requests and work orders.  To proceed to a fully integrated 
system incorporating payroll would be cost prohibitive and inefficient at this time due to the requirement for computerized time 
cards for outside workers. Administration tracks and implements cost effective means to implement service requests. 

O

    
report Administration Recommended Action

That Council reject this opportunity.
Administration Comments
Administration is committed to the scope and clarity delivered to our citizens through higher value reporting.

27

•
Identify secondary suites to 
ensure they pay all utilities Administration Recommended Action

No action recommended as current policy and practice are in line with Council's recent 
direction to eliminate dual base rates.

Administration Comments
2013 Sewer Rates bylaw amendment ensures benefits to legal secondary suites to protect them from the additional charges for 
sewer services for their legal secondary suites. These measures follow closely with the affordable housing recommendations 
adopted by Council. 
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Comments

Change 
Structure and 
Staffing

Recreation 
Services

Parks, 
Recreation, and 
Culture

Parks None Med Low C CSI Med Med 1
This is inconsistent with recent Parks MOU which seeks to establish clarity 
of the multiple roles - but does not eliminate multiple roles.  Savings to 
COV taxpayers, but not COV

Change 
Structure and 
Staffing

Recreation 
Services

Parks, 
Recreation, and 
Culture

Recreation 
Services None Med Low CSI Med Med 1 Recreation is an RDNO  service delivered by a combination of RDNO and 

COV staff.

Change 
Structure and 
Staffing

Community 
Development

Parks, 
Recreation, and 
Culture

Recreation 
Services None Med Low PC CSI Med Short 1 Operating staff are COV, Program staff and Direction are RDNO.

Re-Engineer Community 
Development

Parks, 
Recreation, and 
Culture

Recreation 
Services None low Low CSI Low Short 1  Staff use RD accounting system does not provide timely access to 

transactions posted at the COV.

Administration Recommended Action
Operations is presently reviewing the parks structure and staffing levels for the revised 
scope of work relating to operation and maintenance of the local parks. Once the direction 
of sub-regional parks maintenance and operation is finalized by RDNO, COV staffing and 
equipment requirements will be determined.

Administration Comments
The recently signed MOU for the Parks function sets out the parameters for the operation, maintenance and ownership of 
parks.  The City of Vernon will now be in charge of the management, operation and planning of all local parks and local parks 
with sub-regional interests within the COV.  The operation and maintenance of sub-regional parks has not been determined.

Administration Recommended Action
This issue will be resolved as a result of the current Greater Vernon Parks, Recreation & 
Culture (GVPRC) Service Review.  Administration recommends consolidating all aspects 
of the management and operation of recreation, including staff,  in one organization - The 
City of Vernon.

Administration Comments
This issue will be resolved as a result of the current Greater Vernon Parks, Recreation & Culture (GVPRC) Service Review. 
Numerous models are being considered. All have the City of Vernon responsible for all aspects of management and operation 
of Recreation Services and major facilities.

11

+
Transfer RD recreation staff to 
the City

Administration Recommended Action
This issue will be resolved as a result of the current Greater Vernon Parks, Recreation & 
Culture (GVPRC) Service Review.  Administration recommends consolidating all aspects 
of the management and operation of recreation in one organization - The City of Vernon.

Administration Comments
This issue will be resolved as a result of the current Greater Vernon Parks, Recreation & Culture (GVPRC) Service Review. At 
the request of GVPRC members, the City of Vernon has provided numerous service delivery models intended to reduce 
administrative costs, eliminate, layered oversight, improve governance and increase budget control.

8

+

Consolidate all aspects of the 
management and operation of 
recreation in one organization - 
the  RD

7

•

Consolidate all aspects of the 
management and operation of 
parks in one organization - the 
City of Vernon or the RD

Administration Recommended Action
This issue will be resolved as a result of the current GVPRC Service Review. The 
consolidation of the management and operation of  Recreation into one organization will 
eliminate this challenge.  Administration recommends consolidating all aspects of the 
management and operation of recreation, including accounting, in one organization - The 
City of Vernon.  

Administration Comments
This issue has created a challenge for City staff to manage their budgets and personnel in an effective manner.  Without timely 
accounting information it is difficult to oversee the operation throughout the year, but especially during the final quarter when 
decisions must be made to show restraint or take advantage of oportunities which may be available.  City staff have initiated 
discussions with RDNO staff to try and improve this for the 2013 budget year. Should the City assume full responsibility for 
Recreation Services and major facilities, this will be resolved.

12

+

Increase speed with which RD 
processes transactions, or give 
recreation management access 
to City financial system

http://www.rdno.ca/index.php/services/recreation/greater-vernon-parks-recreation-culture/arts-museums
http://www.rdno.ca/index.php/services/recreation/greater-vernon-parks-recreation-culture/arts-museums
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Comments

Service 
Change Recreation

Parks, 
Recreation, and 
Culture

Recreation 
Services Costs Low Low CSI Low Short 1 Would improve operating costs,  improve service levels, however large 

capital cost and workable plan not ready.

Service 
Change Recreation

Parks, 
Recreation, and 
Culture

Recreation 
Services High High Low C/I Low Short 1

Demand for ice time is dropping.  NorVal Centre in Armstrong is drawing 
away users and will pull more if rates are increased.  Should avoid major 
capital improvements that will be required in near future.

76

O
Close Civic Arena 

Administration Recommended Action
Rejected.  Administration recommends that the Civic Arena continue to be operated with 
limited hours and that pending the results of the upcoming structural assessment that 
minor repairs and maintenance continue to be done to allow the Civic Arena to be 
operational until a replacement sheet of ice can be constructed.

Administration Comments
Liability issues and/or systems failure may force a decision.
Closing the Civic Arena before a replacement sheet of ice is constructed would result in an estimated 40% of weekly ice users 
being displaced (after substantial rescheduling of the Priest Valley and Kal Tire Place) and would impact the communities 
ability to host Minor Hockey and larger adult hockey tournaments which generate not only rental revenue, but have a positive 
economic impact on the community from a sports tourism perspective.  Armstrong and Lumby have indicated that they have 
very limited ice availability and would not be able to accommodate the number of renters that would be displaced. See Position 
Paper "Arenas".

Administration Recommended Action
Administration recommends that preliminary plans to build a second sheet of ice at the 
Multi Use Facility, now Kal Tire Place be further developed and that the Civic Arena be 
decommisioned once the new facility is in place.  This is the ideal scenario.  Further, 
efforts to resolve the issue of Kin Park should be continued and alternatives to the Kin 
Park site must be pursued.

THAT Council direct Administration to pursue preliminary plans to twin either Kal Tire 
Place or the Priest Valley Arena, whichever is deemed to be more feasible, with the goal of 
phasing out and decommissioning the Civic Arena and adding a second sheet of ice at 
one of the facilities in the future before a structural or mechanical failure occurs at the 
Civic Arena.

Administration Comments
The Civic Arena is nearing the end of its lifecycle.  The continued limited operation of the Civic is done at a reletively efficient 
cost recovery for arenas, however the risk of a major failure, either structural or mechanical, increases with each season.  An 
updated structural assessment will be conducted summer, 2013.  The Multi Use Facility, now Kal Tire Place was built and 
designed to be twinned.  There are preliminary plans to twin the facility to either the west which would encroach on the Kin Park 
site or to the north which would compromise the existing parking.  The ongoing issue between the Agricultural Society and the 
City of Vernon and RDNO is a stumbling block for the expansion of Kal Tire Place. Due to this, other alternatives including 
twinning the Priest Valley Arena are being considered. See Position Paper "Arenas".

77

*
Replace Civic Arena with 
second ice surface at Wesbild 
Centre
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Comments

Increase 
Revenues Recreation

Parks, 
Recreation, and 
Culture

Recreation 
Services None High Med C/I Low Short 1

Rentals only cover 60%  of direct costs, at Civic Arena only 53%.  However 
could reduce demand for ice time.  Best combined with 75 or 76.  Rates 
are comparable to many other cities, but some cities are higher, particularly 
for off-peak use.

Change 
Service Level Recreation

Parks, 
Recreation, and 
Culture

Recreation 
Services None Med Low Low Short 1 Demand for ice time is declining, would reduce costs  but limit available 

hours for use at lower "off-peak" rates.

Re-Engineer Recreation
Parks, 
Recreation, and 
Culture

Recreation 
Services None Low Low Low Short 2 Budget proposals to reduce clerical staffing, advertising, training, tools 

purchases and use more efficient lighting.

Administration Recommended Action
Rejected. Administration recommends that arena rental rates be "reduced" in some 
categories in order to bring City of Vernon/RDNO rates more in line with neighbouring 
communities and allow the City to retain and in some cases recapture ice renters that are 
travelling to other communites for ice times.

THAT Council direct Administration to review ice rental rates and if warranted, recommend 
to the Regional District to reduce rates in certain categories for the 2013/2014 season in 
order to stay competitive and retain market share and maximize the use of our available 
ice and allow our citizens to afford to play locally. 

Administration Comments
Arena rental rates have not been reviewed in years and have been allowed to rise in some cases substantially over those in 
neighbouring communities.  In part because of this, a growing number of ice rental users are traveling out of town.  In order to 
recapture some market share and allow/encourage our citizens to 'play local', recommendations to reduce the rates in some 
categories was made to the RDNO in 2012, but was not acted upon.  See Position Paper "Arenas."

79

O
Increase arena rental rates

75

•
Reduce weekday hours at Civic 
Arena

Administration Recommended Action
Completed. Administration recommends continuing to operate the facility with limited 
hours based on demand.

Administration Comments
This is already done.  The Civic is only open and staffed when there is demand.

Administration Recommended Action
Accepted and ongoing. Administration recommends continuing to review each budget area 
and make any necessary adjustments to the operation to improve efficiencies and, if 
possible, reduce costs (including staffing and wage levels) without negatively impacting 
service levels. Administration has submitted proposals to Greater Vernon Parks, 
Recreation & Culture (GVPRC) Service Review Committee to reduce overhead 
administrative costs.

Administration Comments
A review of the clerical staffing and wage levels is currently underway.  Advertising budget has been reduced by $10,000 since 
2011and includes $10,000 in Viper ticket purchases for the advertisers at Kal Tire Place. It is becoming increasingly difficult to 
hire qualified staff. Because of this, the training budget includes a program to assist and promote existing staff to achieve the 
5th Class Power Engineer Certificate required to work in the arenas. The tools budget has been reduced from $13,000 in 2012 
to $4,500 in 2013.  The Priest Valley Arena was re-lamped in the fall of 2012 to more efficient lighting.  Testing is currently 
underway at Kal Tire Place to determine which lighting option provides the best alternative. Re-lamping the facility will be 
included in the 2014 capital requests.

155

+
Adopt budget proposals to 
reduce arena costs
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Comments

Insource/Outs
ource Recreation

Parks, 
Recreation, and 
Culture

Recreation 
Services None Low Low CSI Low Short 3 Could reduce costs and maintain service level. Concessionaire could be a 

community group.

Increase 
Revenues Recreation

Parks, 
Recreation, and 
Culture

Recreation 
Services None Low Low N/S Low Short 3 Resulting in some cost reductions - partially completed.

Change 
Service Level Recreation

Parks, 
Recreation, and 
Culture

Recreation 
Services None Low Low CSI Low Short 4 Improved level of service, but 10% convenience fee charged by CLASS 

does not make it attractive.

Administration Recommended Action
Accepted and ongoing. Adminstration recommends continuing with the review of job 
descriptions and wage levels in Recreation Services.

Administration Comments
A review of the job descriptions and wage levels in Recreation Services has been ongoing for over a year.  Recently, the wages 
for Aquatics staff were reviewed through the joint labour/management job evaluation process and costs were reduced by an 
estimated $28,500 per year.  A recent review of the Custodial positions has resulted in an estimated reduction of $9,000 per 
year.  Administration plans to move forward with the reveiw of clerical positions, however job evaluation is a joint 
labour/management process and requires the cooperation of CUPE 626 as per the collective agreement.

Administration Recommended Action
Rejected. Administration recommends that the operation of the concession at Kal Tire 
Place remain under the management of the City of Vernon and not be outsourced.

Administration Comments
There are many issues to factor in when considering the operation of the food concessions including, equipment maintenance, 
cleanliness, quality of food, customer service levels, end user costs, hours of operation, supplier contracts and promotions and 
the facility's liquor license.  The liquor license requires that food service be available whenever the bar service is supplied.  By 
managing both services this can be more easily coordinated.  The food concessions run at a profit and the concessions 
coordinator has been able to maintain the profit margin consistently over the past three years despite a 13% decline in Vernon 
Viper attendance.  Greater Vernon Minor Hockey has the rights to the concession at the Civic Arena, but has contracted out the 
operation to three seperate contractors in the past three years.  This fall, Armstrong will be taking over the operation of their 
concessions from a private contractor, not for financial reasons, but to gain control of hours of operation, product quality and 
costs to end users.

78

O

Outsource concession 
operations at Wesbild Centre

152

+
Continue Job Evaluation 
process in Recreation

Administration Recommended Action
Rejected. Administration recommends that we continue to utilize the email on-line 
registration system that is currently in place with Recreation Clerks processing the 
registrations. "Convenience" fee (per KPMG) and start up costs are prohibitive.

Administration Comments
On line bill presentment presents challenges for local governments. Primarily the nature of fees paid on line via credit card are 
subject to substantial service, transaction, and discount fees. The nature of fees received in this manner mean that two 
taxpayers incurring the same charge but paying on line versus in person transfer different net amounts to the City in payment 
for their fee.  Participants have been, and continue to, register on-line for recreation programs in increasing numbers.  
Registrations are currently emailed to Recreation Services where clerks process the registrations.  This allows the participant 
the convenience of on-line registration without exposing them to convenience fees of up to 7%.  At this time there would be no 
cost savings to the operation in the way of reducing staff time if the Class on-line system were to be used. Clerks who must be 
on hand to process in-person registrations, inquiries, phone calls and admit participants to the Aquatics Centre handle the 
emailed registrations. Additionally, there is an approximately $20,000 cost to start up the Class on-line registration system.

74

O

Offer registration services for 
recreation programs on-line
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Comments

Increase 
Revenues Recreation

Parks, 
Recreation, and 
Culture

Recreation 
Services None Med Low CSI Low Short 6 Modern marketing uses social media extensively.  Can be limited to 

specific staff to limit potential wasted time

Increase 
Revenues Recreation

Parks, 
Recreation, and 
Culture

Recreation 
Services None Low Med CSI Low Short 6 Still inexpensive, but some concern some participation will be discouraged.

Increase 
Revenues

Protective 
Services

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Fire-Rescue None Low Low Low Short A Budget proposal.

Increase 
Revenues

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Fire-Rescue None low Low Low Short A Budget proposal for 5 different courses to be conducted in co-operation 
with Okanagan College, with potential for $47K revenues.  

Administration Recommended Action
Accepted. Administration will recommend to the RDNO that the 'loonie' swim be increased 
to a 'twoonie' for the fall of 2013.

Administration Comments
The Social Planning Council was consulted and agreed that the increase to $2 was reasonable.  City of Vernon Recreation 
Services recommended the loonie swim be increased to a twoonie in the fall of 2012 to the RDNO, but the recommendation 
was not adopted. 

151

*
Increasing the ‘loonie swim’ to 
a ‘twonie swim’ will generate an 
additional $8,000.

136

+

Provide First Medical 
Responder service in IR #6 on 
a fee for service basis Administration Recommended Action

Continue to pursue agreement with RDNO.
Administration Comments
Service has been offered to RDNO and currently in communication with Protective Services Manager for RDNO to discuss 
feasibility of adding addendum to current Fire Services Agreement.

80

*

Seek RD permission for 
designated staff to use 
Facebook and other social 
media to promote recreational 
programs

Administration Recommended Action
Accepted. Administration recommends requesting that the RDNO allow approved staff to 
access Facebook and other social media to promote programs and activities.

Administration Comments
This issue may ultimately be resolved through the GVPRC Service Review.  If the City of Vernon takes on the management 
and operation of recreation, the use of Facebook will be started immediately to promote programs and activities.

128

•

Fire-Rescue revenue from 
providing a range of medical, 
emergency and career oriented 
courses to members of the 
public 

Administration Recommended Action
Recommended (conditional) - continue building partnership and working with Okanagan 
College and others to offer courses to increase revenues and reduce VFRS training costs. 

THAT Council direct the Fire Chief to provide a Report Recommendation, regarding the 
provision of fire training courses as a revenue opportunity, in September 2014, to align 
with budget deliberations. 

Administration Comments
Currently underway with Okanagan College Partnership. Refer to position paper. 2013 Finanicial Plan increased potential 
revenue by $47,200. These revenues may be realized by offset reductions to budgeted training. See Position Paper "VFRS 
Revenue Improvements & Fiscal Efficiencies"
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Comments

Increase 
Revenues

Protective 
Services

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Fire-Rescue None Low Low Low Short A

Budget proposal for variety of fees - false alarm attendance, car seat 
installation checks, Fire Safety Plan review, Re-inspection for compliance, 
mobile vendor license inspection, day care license inspections, lock box lid 
change outs, underground tank installation permits, fireworks permits.  
Estimated $10K revenue.

Increase 
Revenues

Protective 
Services

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Fire-Rescue None Low Low Low Short A Budget proposal, expected to generate $2K, and reduce frequency of burns 
without permits.

Increase 
Revenues

Protective 
Services

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Fire-Rescue None Low Low Low Short A Budget proposal would generate $3K.

Re-Engineer Protective 
Services

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Fire-Rescue None Med Low N/S CSI Med Med 1

Essential to avoiding future cost increases while providing rapid response 
in areas distant from main station;  With termination of current agreement, 
new deployment/response strategies are required to ensure meaningful, 
growing role for volunteers; Council Priorities - Develop and implement 
recruitment and retention; Integrate all volunteer firefighters into one team; 
apply comprehensive training program including training on all apparatus.

Administration Recommended Action
Complete

Administration Comments                                                                                                                                                             
2013 Finanicial Plan increased revenue by $3,400

140

•

Establish fee for attendance to 
non‐compliant Burn Permit 
incidents ($1000 PER 
INCIDENT)

139

•

Establish fee for Open Burning 
Permits in accordance with Fire 
Prevention Bylaw (2012 YTD) 
40 @ $75 Administration Recommended Action

Complete
Administration Comments                                                                                                                                                                
2013 Finanicial Plan increased revenue by $3,000

143

•

Establish a series of fees for 
services provided by the Fire-
Rescue Department, including 
fee for re-inspections caused by 
non-compliance Administration Recommended Action-

Complete.
Administration Comments
Currently underway. Bylaw amendments are complete and revenue being collected from various fees approved by Council.                                                                                                                                                                  
2013 Finanicial Plan increased revenue by $1,900         

2

+

Develop strategy to involve  
volunteer firefighters 
meaningfully in emergency 
responses

Administration Recommended Action
Complete. Developing the role of our paid-per-call members continues to focus on 
capacity and capability to respond and affect the outcome of an emergency response 
when called on. 

Administration Comments
The recent integration of the former contracted fire service area and many of the paid-on-call members has proven successful 
to date. All fire fighters are now working under a single command structure, a single set of operating guidelines and common 
training practices. Apparatus training, Emergency Vehicle Operators training, pump training has either occurred or is in the 
training plan for 2013. Our recruitment and retention initiatives are ongoing with a focus on providing valuable training 
opportunities and a cohesive tight emergency response team. 
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Comments

Increase 
Revenues

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Fire-Rescue None low Low CSI Low Med 1
Could be part of active volunteer engagement strategy.  May require more 
sophisticated volunteer dispatch infrastructure to identify available, nearby 
volunteers.  Savings from avoiding future expansion.

Increase 
Revenues

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Fire-Rescue None low Low CSI Low Med 1 Could be part of active volunteer engagement strategy.    Savings from 
avoiding future expansion.

Re-Engineer

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Fire-Rescue None low Low CSI Low Med 1 Could be part of active volunteer engagement strategy.   Savings from 
avoiding future expansion.

Service 
Change

Protective 
Services

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Fire-Rescue None high Low PC CSI Low Short 1
Strong economies of scale in service delivery.  More than one staff per shift 
improves service, safety.  Providers readily available.  Most of current 
investment still usable - its in trucks not central facility.

Administration Recommended Action
Refered to Labour Relations

Administration Comments
Limited by terms under the existing Collective Agreement. Live Out Program is utilized permitting paid-per-call firefighters to 
overnight in Station 1. Minimum platoon staffing by Collective Agreement is 4 firefighters, including an officer plus one dispatch.

165

+

Use paid-per-call firefighters 
when available to supplement 
station 1 staffing when it falls 
below 4 plus dispatcher (rather 
than overtime)

166

O

Establish GPS tracking system 
for volunteers to identify 
resources close enough to calls 
to warrant dispatch for specific 
incidents (e.g. fires, cardiac 
arrest)

Administration Recommended Action
Reject

Administration Comments
Rejected, not feasible

164

•

Use paid-per-call response 
from station 2 for initial 
response to active fire calls in 
that area (in addition to 
response from station 1 when 
not otherwise deployed)

Administration Recommended Action
Complete

Administration Comments
Operational Guidelines updated following the expiration of contracted fire services (OKL). Further, VFRS wishes to develop a 
Response Policy to guide resource deployment and continue initiatives towards an innovative and coheisve composite fire 
service.

Administration Recommended Action
Reject (conditional)

THAT Council direct the Administration of Vernon Fire – Rescue to develop a 
comprehensive Fire Dispatch Marketing Plan for Council’s consideration in the third 
quarter of 2013.

Administration Comments
See Position Paper "Emergency / Fire Dispatch"

39

O

Purchase fire dispatch services 
from Kelowna or other multi-
location dispatch centre
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Comments

Increase 
Revenues

Protective 
Services

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Fire-Rescue None Med Low PC DSI Med Med 1
Service to OKIB approved for $8k.  Service to RDNO and Shushwap RD 
could bring in $100K per year. Vernon may be able to establish a market, 
but competing with well established centres and will take time.

Increase 
Revenues

Protective 
Services

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Fire-Rescue High low Med c Low Short 1 Council approved construction - makes the need for a new Volunteer 
strategy even more pressing.

Increase 
Revenues

Protective 
Services

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Fire-Rescue None low Low N/S Low Short 2  Budget proposal ( requested twice by RDNO) $34,000 annually (@1.30 
rate).

Administration Recommended Action
Reject. Administration recommendation is to continue with Council direction by existing 
resolution.

Administration Comments
In 2010 initiatives and funding towards improving the response at Predator Ridge were authorized by Council. Firefighter 
recruiting, equipment & apparatus plans and specific training have been ongoing. RFQ for the station is completed and land 
allocation, design and site preparation is underway. Construction costs are to be funded from Fire Equipment Reserves in the 
amount of $600,000.

138

X

Defer construction of Predator 
Ridge Fire hall 

Administration Recommended Action
Recommended (conditional)

THAT Council direct Administration to include fire suppression services in the review of the 
Services Beyond City Boundaries Policy update.

Administration Comments
Out of area fire suppression services has historically been declined due to limiting factors related to infrastructure. VFRS would 
consider fee for service based on net positive revenues and continuity of service to the City of Vernon. Requires Policy update. 
See Position Paper "VFRS Revenue Improvement & Fiscal Efficiences

133

*
Sell RDNO "Out of Area Fire 
Protection Service" as 
requested

Administration Recommended Action
Recommend (conditional)

THAT Council direct the Administration of Vernon Fire – Rescue to develop a 
comprehensive Fire Dispatch Marketing Plan for Council’s consideration in the third 
quarter of 2013.

Administration Comments
Dispatch and Communication upgrades were designed specifically for enterprising opportunity. See Position Paper  
"Emergency / Fire Dispatch"

40

*
Market fire dispatch services
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Comments

Re-Engineer

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Fire-Rescue None Low Low CSI Low Short 3 Difficult to achieve with different responders part of different governments, 
and with multiple dispatch entities, but worth reviewing every few years.

Increase 
Revenues

Protective 
Services

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Fire-Rescue None Low Low N/S CSI Low Short 5 Presented as budget proposal.

Service 
Change

Protective 
Services

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Fire-Rescue None Low Low CSI Med Short 3
Rate went from $135 to $205 and service level decreased.   Kelowna pays 
$59.  Requires discussion with GVA. Transfers from property tax to water 
rate. 

Administration Recommended Action
Recommended - Report Recommendation forthcoming from Engineering

Administration Comments
Administration is preparing to withdraw fire hydrants from GVW responsibility, transfer those within City limits to City of Vernon 
responsibility, eliminate service charges to GVW and operating agreements from GVW, manage internal costs of maintenance 
directly, and eliminate service charge increases related to supply charges.

41

+
Seek reduction in hydrant 
charges to Fire Department 

Administration Recommended Action
THAT Council direct the Fire Chief to provide a comprehensive Fire Rescue Emergency 
Response Policy, incorporating other government legislation, industry guidelines, fire hall 
locations, geographic response zones, incident types, First Medical Responder program, 
apparatus and responder deployment strategy, and water supply and access 
requirements, for consideration by Council in August 2014; and  

THAT Council direct the Fire Chief to include the Fire Medical Responder program in a 
Fire Rescue Response Policy, for consideration in August 2014.

Administration Comments
Operational Guidelines are being reviewed to ensure response is appropriate and redundancy can be avoided. The BCAS 
dispatch interface was implemented April 2013 and use of the combined events radio chanel is designed to minimize 
redundancy. See Position Papers- "Deployment Strategy/Operations Model"  and "First Medical Responder Program."

new

*

Review emergency response 
protocols to reduce the number 
of times response exceeds 
requirements

Administration Recommended Action
Recommended

Administration Comments
Presented to BCAS Superintendent for review. Awaiting reply from BCAS to consider feasibility.

135

*
Rent Fire Station 2 (OK 
Landing) on a shared use basis 
to BC Ambulance Service
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Comments

Re-Engineer Corporate 
Services

Governance 
and Support 
Services

Corporate 
Services Costs High Low High Med 5 Requires cost: benefit review.

Re-Engineer Corporate 
Services

Governance 
and Support 
Services

Facilities None Low Low Low Med 1 Potential unknown at this time

Re-Engineer Corporate 
Services

Governance 
and Support 
Services

Facilities Low Low N/S CSI Low Med 1
Council Priority # 5 - Manage Our House; "Rationalize City land holdings. 
Designate and retain parcels of key public interest. Divest others at highest 
market value."

Re-Engineer Community 
Development

Governance 
and Support 
Services

Facilities High None Low N/S Med Med 5 Original plans for City led development not proving feasible.

Administration Recommended Action
Accepted. In progress - part of 2014 budget consideration

Administration Comments
The 2013 Budget process identified this item as a capital item for the 2014 budget discussions

62

*
Build a central electronic filing 
system

Administration Recommended Action
Accepted. In progress

Administration Comments
Remove the attainable housing provision, sell the land for development as per the adopted CD zoning, at such time as market 
conditions improve. Maximize return. Restrictions in the Community Charter mean that sale of land will not generate income for 
operational purposes but may be used for future land purchases, including those that may facilitate attainable housing.

18

+
Wrap up Hesperia development 
plans and sell land on the 
public market

Administration Recommended Action
Accepted. See next item

Administration Comments
Should be combined with Opportunity ID15

72

+
Develop corporate facility 
strategy

Administration Recommended Action
Accepted. In Progress - Ongoing

Administration Comments                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
The Real Estate Manager is continually reviewing all City owned lands in order to provide Council with recommendations 
regarding: 1. Retention - for City use including: Civic (Municipal, Fire, RCMP, Airport, Public Works), roads and pathways, 
Parks, spray irrigation lands, future cemetery lands – and further, until these lands are required for City use, whenever possible, 
income is being generated by lease, license, or parking; 2. Disposition - either through long-term lease thereby providing 
revenue to the City, or by sale at highest market value. City property currently being reviewed by Staff and Council include: 
Downtown lands – Coldstream Hotel Site and Bennett Lot, Hesperia lands, Mutrie Reservoir lands and future Airport expansion 
lands on Okanagan Landing and Tronson Roads.

15

+

Develop corporate land & 
facility strategy to identify future 
requirements, dispose of 
surplus holdings
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Comments

Increase 
Revenues

Corporate 
Services

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Bylaw and 
Parking 

Enforcement
None Med Med CSI Low Short 7 Incompatible with  48.  Would increase complaints but might increase 

revenues.

Change 
Service Level

Corporate 
Services

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Bylaw and 
Parking 

Enforcement
None None Low Low Short 7 By-Law believes they already emphasize education.

Increase 
Revenues

Corporate 
Services

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Bylaw and 
Parking 

Enforcement
None Low Low N/S CSI Low Short 4

Council approved increase from $5 to $10.  Further increases in 
subsequent years would increase revenues and improve compliance with 
City bylaws.  It currently costs more to issue and collect than the fine value.

Increase 
Revenues

Corporate 
Services

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Bylaw and 
Parking 

Enforcement
None Low Low CSI Med Med 4 Accepts payment by credit card, reduces operating costs, particularly when 

large number of spaces served.

114

O

Initiate Zero Tolerance/No 
Warning for all Bylaw Violations 
‐ For all bylaw violations, an 
initial fine would be levied. Administration Recommended Action

Rejected. Contrary to Council's recent direction regarding customer focus.
Administration Comments
Council recently directed Administration to consider a 'warning system' program.  Budget request for software upgade to 
facilitate is forthcoming.   CONTRADICTS Opportunity ID48

Administration Recommended Action
Rejected. No further action required

Administration Comments
Cost of these machines and the associated credit card processing and discount fees may prove to be an obstacle. Pay and 
display installed at the parkade and the CSB Lot.  Other lots monthly, but if direction to charge evenings and weekends, Pay 
and Display machine could be installed.

58

O

Use Pay & Display machines at 
off-street lots

48

•

Allow more discretion in By-law - 
too rigid, too much emphasis 
on enforcement rather than 
education Administration Recommended Action

Completed
Administration Comments
Council recently directed Administration to consider a 'warning system' program.  Budget request for software upgade to 
facilitate is forthcoming.   CONTRADICTS Opportunity ID114

56

•

Increase parking fines ($5 if 
paid within 14 days) up to at 
least $15 - like Kelowna 

Administration Recommended Action
Completed

Administration Comments                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
The CCNP Parking Implementation Strategy recommended an increase over time.

2013 Finanicial Plan increased revenue by $153,540  ($10.00)
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Comments

Re-Engineer Corporate 
Services

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Bylaw and 
Parking 

Enforcement
Costs High Low N/S CSI Low Med A

Improves detection and enforcement, however can result in more calls for 
service for Police, more detected violations to follow up on.  Approved in 
budget, subject to ICBC shared funding.  A policy on use should be 
developed before acquisition to deal with privacy concerns.

Increase 
Revenues

Corporate 
Services

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 

Bylaw and 
Parking 

Enforcement
None High Low N/S CSI Low Short A Council agreed to increase rate to $1/hour during budget.  Investigate if the 

meters can accept quarters and provide time in 15 minute increments.

Increase 
Revenues

Corporate 
Services

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Bylaw and 
Parking 

Enforcement
None Med Low N/S CSI Low Short A

Budget proposes changes at‐ CSB, 29th Ave., 25th Ave., Bertleson's, 
Railway, CSB from current $21.40 and $35.00 to flat $60.00 per month.  
Current fees are very low, along with increases at Parkade.

Increase 
Revenues

Corporate 
Services

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Bylaw and 
Parking 

Enforcement
None Low Low N/S CSI Low Short A Budget proposal - Increase  Lot Rates from current .25c per hour ($.60 at 

Parkade) and $2.50 a day.

Insource/Outs
ource

Corporate 
Services

Emergency, 
Enforcement, 
and Community 
Safety

Bylaw and 
Parking 

Enforcement
None low Low PC CSI Med Med 5

Integration of wide range of tasks within Bylaw services would make 
outsourcing more difficult.  Commissionaires as contracting agent getting 
more expensive. Contract services may not be as flexible in terms of the 
range of duties and hours.

65

+
Automated license recognition 
system

Administration Recommended Action
In progress - waiting confirmation from ICBC

Administration Comments
This item was part of the 2013 Budget Discussion.  Council approved funding in the amount of $30,000 subject to ICBC 
contributing remaining $30,000

Administration Recommended Action
Completed

Administration Comments                                                                                                                                                             
The CCNP Parking Implementation Strategy recommended an increase over time.

Approved during the 2013 Budget Discussions

96

•
Increase Hourly or Day Parking 
at off-street lots

Administration Recommended Action
Rejected: Recommend not to proceed with - cost prohibitive as per KPMG report.

Administration Comments
Refer to  Position Paper "Bylaw Enforcement."

22

O

Outsource bylaw enforcement 
staffing

Administration Recommended Action
Completed

Administration Comments
Approved during the 2013 Budget Discussions. Raise to $1.00 per hour. 2013 Finanicial Plan increased revenue by $349,860

57

•
Increase on-street parking rates 
- $.50/hr since 1983 

Administration Recommended Action
Completed

Administration Comments                                                                                                                                                             
The CCNP Parking Implementation Strategy recommended an increase over time.

Approved during the 2013 Budget Discussions

95

•
Increase Monthly Parking Lot 
Rates at City lots
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Comments

Increase 
Revenues

Community 
Development

Planning and 
Development

Building 
Inspections None low Yes low N/S Low Short A Approved in budget.

Increase 
Revenues

Community 
Development

Planning and 
Development

Building 
Inspections None Low Low N/S Low Short A

Rates have not been increased since 2004.  Staff proposed increase would 
range from $20 for average smaller stores to $100 for average larger stores 
- based on square footage.  $25 fee for ownership/location changes for 
potential $69K revenue increase.  Budget approved $9K increase this year.

Increase 
Revenues

Community 
Development

Planning and 
Development

Building 
Inspections None Low Yes Low N/S Low Short A

Budget approved, should realize about $25,000 to $30,000 in additional 
revenue based on about 300 to 350 permits per year. Approximately 50 – 
60 per year never make it to the fee stage.

Increase 
Revenues

Community 
Development

Planning and 
Development

Building 
Inspections None Low Low Low Short A Approved at budget.  Expected to produce $2,000 new revenue.  Covers 

costs of inspections.  

Increase 
Revenues

Community 
Development

Planning and 
Development Planning None Low Yes Low N/S Low Short A Increase advertising fees  for planning applications and introduce a fee to 

remove Notices on Title.

Change 
Service Level

Community 
Development

Planning and 
Development

Community 
Development 

General
None Med Med Low Short 7 Would eliminate total capacity for social planning, monitoring of social 

conditions.

Administration Recommended Action
Rejected. Contrary to Council's policy direction.

Administration Comments
The contract has been very successful since its inception. Eliminating the contract would eliminate all social planning capacity 
at the City, and constrain service provision in affordable/attainable housing, in particular.  Community Policing Office involved in 
Social Planning Initiatives and works with the Social Planning Council in coordination of initiatives.

Administration Recommended Action
Completed

Administration Comments                                                                                                                                                                      
2013 Finanicial Plan increased revenue by $3,000

116

O

Eliminate the Social Planning 
Contract

98

•
Increase Planning Review fees 
per budget proposal

102

•

Introduce a new non‐refundable 
application fee which would 
vary from $50.00 to $200.00 
per application, depending on 
the scale of development. 

Administration Recommended Action
Completed

Administration Comments                                                                                                                                                                   
2013 Finanicial Plan increased revenue by $5,000

115

•

Establish a new fee for DP 
landscape/irrigation security 
release inspection 

Administration Recommended Action
Completed (for re-inspections only)

Administration Comments                                                                                                                                                          
2013 Finanicial Plan increased revenue by $1,500

Administration Recommended Action
Completed

Administration Comments                                                                                                                                                                                    
This was approved in the 2013/2014 Budget process and the bylaws have subsequently been amended. 2013 Finanicial Plan 
increased revenue by $6,000

117

•

New building permit fees such 
as permit renewal fees, fee to 
remove notices on title 

Administration Recommended Action
Completed

Administration Comments
2013 Finanicial Plan increased revenue by $4,775

100

•

Increase business licensing 
fees  and contractor registration 
fees and establish fees for 
adjustments (e.g. change of 
location, ownership)
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Comments

Re-Engineer Planning and 
Development Planning None none Low N/S CSI Low Short 5 Planning seems to have made substantial progress in improving response 

times, however public report differing experiences.

Increase 
Revenues

Community 
Development

Planning and 
Development

Economic 
Development Costs Med Low N/S Med Med 4

Could save $60,000 per year although likely to be some capital cost.  
Appropriate site would need to be identified - in the meantime one of the 
sites (likely North) could be closed relying on the other site.

Insource/Outs
ource

Community 
Development

Planning and 
Development

Economic 
Development None Med Low N/S C/I Med Short 5 Chamber was involved in tourism program in the past.  Not clear if currently 

interested or what implications would be.

Service 
Change

Community 
Development

Planning and 
Development

Economic 
Development None Med No Med C High Short 7

Tourism impacts extend beyond COV and should be shared by neighbours.  
RDNO does not appear committed to economic development, so could 
result in reduced activity.  Savings could be modest as Vernon pays largest 
share of RDNO expenses.

Service 
Change

Community 
Development

Planning and 
Development

Economic 
Development None Med No Med C Med Short 7

The Economic Development Department was created in 2009 when the 
Regional District eliminated the economic development function. 
Accepting responsibility from other governments can become expensive.

Re-Engineer Community 
Development

Planning and 
Development

Economic 
Development None Low Low Med Short 3 Soliciting more advertiser support can reduce costs, but shift to newer 

media can make ad/partnership involvement more difficult.

10

O

Eliminate City Economic 
Development Program, 
consider RD responsibility Administration Recommended Action

Monitor effectiveness of ongoing model. Pursue partnering opportunities wherever 
possible. 

Administration Comments
Options for Regional District North Okanagan involvement were explored in 2012 with all regional partners. The preferred 
model is the one currently in use, whereby regional partners work with the City and contribute financially when there is a project 
of mutual interest (essentially a "fee for service" arrangement).

47

•
Increase advertiser involvement 
with tourism promotion

Administration Recommended Action
Ongoing. 

Administration Comments
The Policy for AHRT Funding Support for Special Events and Tourism Initiatives was adopted by Council on April 8, 2013.  This 
policy will assist in leveraging funds from partners.

108

+

Consolidate the North, South 
and mobile Visitor Information 
Centres with a single location, 
ideally downtown. 

Administration Recommended Action

Staff are assessing options for Council's consideration. 

Administration Comments
Preliminary estimates expect to save the City in excess of $50,000 per year by closing the North End Booth.  This includes 
$25,000 for rent, utilities, insurance, maintenance and repairs and $26,000 in contract fees.  This would reduce the taxpayer 
funded budget accordingly.

13

O

Contract economic 
development and/or tourism to 
Chamber of Commerce

Administration Recommended Action
Continue as City of Vernon functions, partnering with RDNO member jurisdictions as 
appropriate. 

Administration Comments
Options for Regional District involvement were explored in 2012 with all regional partners. The preferred model is the one 
currently in use, whereby regional partners work with the City and contribute financially when there is a project of mutual 
interest (essentially a "fee for service" arrangement). 
There has been no indication that either the Chamber of Commerce or RDNO is interested in undertaking Tourism. 

9

O

Eliminate City Tourism 
Program, consider GV 
responsibility Administration Recommended Action

Continue with Tourism as a City function, and seek to reduce costs by centralizing north, 
south and mobile visitors operations. 

Administration Comments
The City currently pays $134,000 annually for the function, with the remainder of the funding derived from the AHRT. This cost 
could be reduced with the consolidation of the north, south and mobile booths, as previously proposed by Administration.

28

+
Develop a service culture in 
Planning Administration Recommended Action

Report survey results to Council annually. Community Development implemented "one 
stop shopping" February 2013.

Administration Comments
As part of the new permitting process, a customer satisfaction survey has been introduced to gather information on service 
levels on every application. These surveys will be monitored and areas for improvement identified. 
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Comments

Re-Engineer Community 
Development

Planning and 
Development Planning None Med No Med C C/I Low Short 1 Expanding transit subsidies generally seen as part of "Green" initiatives, 

but very expensive way to reduce GHGs  in smaller communities.

Increase 
Revenues

Community 
Development

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Transit None high No Med C/I Low Short 1 Only 23% of transit costs covered by fares - passes are only $54 per 
month, adult cash fares only $2 (multi-zone fare is $2.50). 

Increase 
Revenues Finance 

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Transit None Med No Med C/I Low Short 1
Cash fare is only $2.50 each way for 40 km trip from Vernon to UBCO in 
Kelowna.  Students can use U-Pass ($40/mo) Service is now fully 
supported by RDNO.

Change 
Service Level

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Transit None Med No Med C/I Low Short 1 Cost per rider on the #4, #90 and #6 routes are all over $8.00

Increase 
Revenues

Community 
Development

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Transit None Med No Low CSI Low Short 1
Registration process reported to have loose admission criteria at present.  
Vernon has more registrants per capita than other cities evaluated except 
Prince George.

Change 
Service Level Transportation

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Transit None low No high DSI high Short 1 Likely a breach of human rights legislation.  Large impact on truly needy 
residents.

35

+
Tighten qualification review for 
HandyDART users Administration Recommended Action

Underway. Custom Registration Process Pilot Project well underway.
Administration Comments
The current Pilot Project that is underway is considering qualifications.  It is scheduled to be completed in March of 2015. See 
Position Paper "Review of Transit"

37

+

Stop accepting new 
HandyDART registrants as 
demand exceeds supply

Administration Recommended Action
Underway. Custom Registration Process Pilot Project well underway.

Administration Comments
Registration to HandyDART is not open due to service delivery constraints. The current Pilot Project that is underway is 
considering the overall service and balance of HandyDART, conventional and taxi saver.  It is scheduled to be completed in 
March of 2015. See Position Paper "Review of Transit"

34

+
Increase transit fares Administration Recommended Action

Underway. Report to be provided to Council for direction.
Administration Comments                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
The Transit Future Plan that is currently underway is reviewing the fares and structure. The current fee structure is under an 
agreement with the Regional District of North Okanagan and the District of Coldstream. See Position Paper "Review of Transit"

88

R

Increase fares on the route 90  
to UBCO in Kelowna 
substantially

Administration Recommended Action
Refer to RDNO for consideration

Administration Comments
The Transit Future Plan that is currently underway is reviewing the fares, structure and considering the UPASS. The Operation 
of the UBCO Route 90 is under the direction and control of the Regional District of the North Okanagan.

34a

+
Reduce conventional transit 
service level

Administration Recommended Action
Reject. Current services analysis, OCP, SIIP, Integrated Transportation Framework, 
Transit Future Plan all to be available to Council in 2013 for direction.

Administration Comments
Contrary to HandiDART opportunity, should only implement one of the two opportunities. Contrary to OCP and Council 
Strategic Prioirities.  20% modal split by 2031 hinges on an effective transit system and, if not implemented, will result in 
requirement for a bypass (project capital cost in the order of $500 million). See Position Paper "Review of Transit"

14

O

Focus on expanding bicycling, 
but abandon goals for 
increased transit ridership - 
focus transit goal on service to 
students, those without cars

Administration Recommended Action
Reject. Contary to Council's current policy, OCP, Master Transportation Plan.

Administration Comments                                                                                                                                                                         
This suggestion is contrary to the principles of the Official Community Plan.  Increasing frequency is the single most effective 
way to build ridership. See Position Paper "Review of Transit"
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Comments

Service 
Change

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Transit None Med Med C/I Low Short 1

Taxi Saver implies higher costs for users, but comes with higher level of 
service as well - no reservation required.  Vernon has more van service per 
capita that comparator cities except Kamloops, highest number of 
passengers/capita, and lower than man use of taxi Saver.

Service 
Change Transportation

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Transit None low Med C/I Low Short 1 Has lower cost per ride, so may increase costs.

Change 
Service Level Transportation

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Transit None Med Med DSI Low Short 1 Would make travel more cumbersome and time consuming for  users, but 
encourage more use of bus instead.

Re-Engineer Engineering
Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Asset High high Yes Low N/S CSI Low Med 1 Plan underway.

36

+
Eliminate the Taxi Saver 
program

Administration Recommended Action
Underway. See Opportunity ID36b

Administration Comments
The current two fleets of busses in operation by the City and its partners are the chosen direction of the respective Councils in 
the host jurisdictions. Eliminating a subsidized taxi service would focus all transit costs to delivering transit services to the 
widest possible audience. See Position Paper "Review of Transit"

38

+

Buses are kneeling - so limit 
Handy DART service to 
accessing the bus (depending 
upon disability)

Administration Recommended Action
Refer this decision to the Pilot Project, Transit Future Plan and 2013 Transportation Plan 
process. See Opportunity ID 36b

Administration Comments
The current Pilot Project that is underway is considering optimising kneeling buses and HandyDART.  It is scheduled to be 
completed in March of 2015. Transit provides a travel trainer to assist residents with transitioning from HandiDART to 
conventional transit and understanding which services best meet their various needs.

Administration Recommended Action
In progress.

Administration Comments                                                                                                                                                                                                
The City of Vernon has recently been granted  $336,000 through the Gas Tax Program enabling the City to complete the 
Sustainable Infrastructure Investment Plan in 2013.

90

+

Complete development of 
Asset Management Plan and 
alignment of capital 
expenditures with results.

36b

+

Reduce HandyDART hours and 
encourage more use of Taxi 
Saver program

Administration Recommended Action
Underway, ID's 35, 36, 36b, 37, 38 are all directly related and subject to Council's direction 
arising through Custom Registration Process

Administration Comments
The current Pilot Project that is underway is considering various options.  It is scheduled to be completed in March of 2015.  
The current two fleets of busses in operation by the City and its partners are the chosen direction of the respective Councils in 
the host jurisdictions. Expanding a subsidized taxi service in addition to the subsidies inherent with operating public transit 
alone are at cross purposes to the goal of mass transit.
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Comments

Investment Engineering
Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Asset Costs high Yes Low N/S CSI Med Long 1 Appropriate investments to minimize life-cycle costs will reduce long term 
costs of infrastructure.  $473K approved in 2013 budget.

Re-Engineer Engineering
Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Roads Low None Low PC CSI Med Med 1
the Asset Management Plan is currently under development, and would be 
a foundation for the five year plan.  Should also look at potential 
mechanisms for long term coordination.

Re-Engineer Engineering
Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Engineering High None Low CSI Med Short 3
Engineers have started inserting disclaimers, meaning the City cannot rely 
on the quality of the assets built.  May have significant cost impact in future 
if assets are poorly built.

Re-Engineer Engineering
Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Roads None Med Low PC CSI Med Short 4 Similar initiatives underway in other cities.  Would encourage better joint 
planning.

Administration Recommended Action
Underway. Staff are assessing options for Council's consideration.

Administration Comments
Charging Utility Companies Fees and enforcement for non-compliance is challenging due to over arching legislation such as 
the Telecommunications Act. Staff with support from legal counsel are reviewing implementation in other Municipalities.

89

+

Require contractors building 
City infrastructure to either 
provide as built drawings 
signed by an engineer without 
disclaimers - or pay for a City 
staff member to supervise 
construction on-site throughout 
construction

19

+

Increase road cut fees 
particularly on "good" roads to 
reflect loss of value that results

23

•
Increase infrastructure 
investment 

Administration Recommended Action
Council strategy (1.8% cumulative) in place.

THAT Council continue to support the development of a Sustainable Infrastructure 
Investment Plan;
AND FURTHER, THAT Council provide input at each stage of the Sustainable 
Infrastructure Investment Plan;
AND FURTHER, THAT Council considers the recommendations from the Sustainable 
Infrastructure Investment Plan. 

Administration Comments                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
Council has committed to a 1.9% cummulative increase in Capital Spending for the next ten years. This will be reviewed with 
completion of the SIIP in December of 2013 as the necessary expenditures and levels of service will be accurately defined.                                                                                                                                                                                    
2013 Finanicial Plan authorized an annual cumulative infrastructure levy increase of 1.9%, equivalent to $ 473,930 (2013). See 
Position Paper "Review of Infrastructure and Asset Management."

17

•

Create committee including 
COV, RDNO, utility reps to 
develop five-year capital plan 
for roads and utilities to 
minimize wasted investment  

Administration Recommended Action
In place. Maintain new level of coordination outlined by the 2013 Operations and 
Maintenance Agreement and supporting standard operating procedures

Administration Comments
The RDNO and City of Vernon have designated staff that meet when necessary and, officially, once a year to coordinate capital 
prioirites. With completion of asset management plans by both organizations a rolling 5 year plan can be defined and accurately 
coordinated.

Administration Recommended Action
In process.

Administration Comments
The City is in the process of revising its bylaws to require consistent accountability as recent changes to the Professional 
Engineers and Gesoscientists Act have placed greater responsibility on the owner. Should a business case be made to require 
staff to provide construction supervision, the City would need to rely on a combination of increased FTE's and contractors to 
meet the demand. 
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Comments

Re-Engineer Engineering
Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Roads None Low Low N/S DSI Low Short 3 Require deficiencies to be corrected to improve life of roads.

Change 
Structure and 
Staffing

Operations
Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Water and 
Sewer None high Low CSI Med Med 1

The governance structure locally has shared services under the jurisdiction 
of the Regional District for water, and a contractual agreement for sewer 
treatment with the neighboring jurisdiction, who do not have their own 
sewer treatment capabilities.  Opportunities modest with operations all 
within COV, however clear alignment of governance, operations missing.

Service 
Change

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Water and 
Sewer High High No Low CSI Low Med 1 Phase out over time, capital savings from avoiding expansion.

Re-Engineer Operations
Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Water and 
Sewer High High Low CSI Med Short 1

Lower cost means of disposal, especially as current irrigation network 
reaches saturation. Save Our Lakes groups usually come up every time we 
discuss something.

6

R

Consolidate all aspects of the 
management and operation of 
the sewers and water treatment 
operations in the RD/GVW

Administration Recommended Action
For potable user refer to Master Water Plan process. Sewer operations are the 
responsibility for City of Vernon.

Administration Comments
The Master Water Plan is considering the various governance structures. Recently executed Water Agreement has 
intentionally split responsibilities. See Position Papers: "Review of Water Systems" and "Review of Sewer Systems"

167

+

 Abandon spray irrigation 
system based on low cost 
recovery ratio Administration Recommended Action

Complete Liquid Waste Management Plan
Administration Comments
This is one of the options being considered by the Liquid Waste Management Plan.  With completion of the LWMP in the next 
year the residents will have provided Council with an informed direction. Current conditions of the City's Operating Certicate 
from Ministry of Environment do not permit systematic lake discharge of effluent. See Position Paper "Review of Sewer 
Systems"

81

+
Send some reclaimed water to 
lake

Administration Recommended Action
Complete Liquid Waste Management Plan

Administration Comments
This is one of the options being considered by the Liquid Waste Management Plan.  With completion of the LWMP in the next 
year, the residents will have provided Council with an informed direction. Current conditions of the City's Operating Certicate 
from Ministry of Environment do not permit systematic lake discharge of effluent. See Position Paper "Review of Sewer 
Systems."

67

+
Conduct inspection after road 
cuts Administration Recommended Action

See Opportunity ID 19 above.
Administration Comments
This would be a significant increase in service for the inspection and then resulting follow up where required. Enforcement is 
challenging as quality control is a significant issue with Utility companies given over arching legislation such as the 
Telecommunications Act and the Utility Companies use of sub-contractors.
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Comments

Increase 
Revenues Operations

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Roads None Low Med Low Short A Approved in 2013 budget.

Change 
Service Level Operations

Parks, 
Recreation, and 
Culture

Downtown 
Beautification None Low No Low Low Short A $9K saving.

Change 
Service Level

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Roads Costs Med Low CSI Low Long 2 Important preventative maintenance to extend the life of the asphalt 
surface and protect the road bed.

Change 
Service Level Operations

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Roads None Low Low Low Short 2

Reduce Summer Sweeping
122

O
Administration Recommended Action
Reject as this time. Review service level in future years

Administration Comments
2013 Finanicial Plan considered this proposal but in the end determined that air quality issues should not be compromised by a 
reduction in this service.

123

•

Eliminate sidewalk snow 
clearing for snowfalls in excess 
of 15mm and for sidewalks that 
are difficult to access

Administration Recommended Action
Approved by Council for implementation fall of 2013

Administration Comments                                                                                                                                                                
2013 Finanicial Plan decreased expenses by $20,000

111

•
Remove Communities in Bloom 
Program

Administration Recommended Action
Completed

Administration Comments                                                                                                                                                                   
2013 Finanicial Plan decreased expenditures by $9,100

new

*
Double the crack sealing 
program to cover 20% of roads 
per year 

Administration Recommended Action
Accept. Administration will request increase of crack sealing budget to $200,000 in 2014; 
maintain for four year period and reduce to $100,000 thereafter

Administration Comments
In 2012,  the City increased its crack sealing budget from $30,000 to $100,000. This increase resulted in crack sealing 
approximately 10% of the road system per year. By doubling the annual expenditure, the road system could be completed 
within a five year time frame. Once complete, the funding could be reduced to $100,000 to provide for on-going maintenance.
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Comments

Service 
Change Public Works

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Solid Waste 
and Recycling None Low Low C CSI Low Short 2 Roadside chipping is a very high service level.  Allowing bundles of twigs to 

be included with leaf pick-up should be sufficient.

Change 
Service Level Public Works

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Solid Waste 
and Recycling None High Low CSI Low Short 2

Many residents recycle most of their garbage.  Could initiate in the fall 
when odours less of an issue.  Could be combined with opportunity to drop 
off organics for residents with concerns.

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Airport None None Low N/S Low Med 3 Recent legislative changes impacted the development, but business case 
believed still valid.

Change 
Service Level Public Works

Governance 
and Support 
Services

Facilities None Low csi Med Med 4 Could be examined further.

Service 
Change

Parks, 
Recreation, and 
Culture

Trees None Low Low Low Short 4 Requires a pilot project to establish the costs and  test the level of interest.

33

+

Continue to build hangars at 
airport on a self-sustaining 
basis

Administration Recommended Action
Concur. That the partnership with Captain Bailey Way be renewed for completion of this 
project.

Administration Comments
Captain Bailey Way (a wholly owned subsidiary of the City of Vernon), is engaged in a partnering agreement with the City to 
accomplish this specific goal.

71

+
Consolidate corporate facilities 
and leave rental facilities

new

+

Implement an "Adopt a Tree" 
program giving residents the 
option to pay for the planting 
and maintenance of a tree on a 
City right-of-way.

Administration Recommended Action
Concur. In process.

Administration Comments
Council recently endorsed a boulevard tree planting program which works with interested property owners to share the costs of 
new boulevard trees. 

Administration Recommended Action
Concur. On going - In progress.

Administration Comments
Proposal for movment of CPO/SCU Units to a City owned facility which will eliminate an annual lease. 2012 consolidation of 
Engineering, Community Development, IS, Bylaw to former library building reduced rental facilities.

84

*
Eliminate roadside spring 
chipping  - Require drop off for 
items that don’t fit clear bags

Administration Recommended Action
Administration recommends this be considered an opportunity in the future

Administration Comments
The City currently provides spring chipping services to all Vernon residents. The program could be eliminated requiring 
residents to dispose of pruning at the regional landfill. RDNO has indicated that they could accept the extra material and 
disposal would be free to residents during certain times of the year. The potential savings is $85,000 annually.  The 2013 
Financial Plan considered this proposal but was not approved due to changes in service level.

83

O

Move to garbage collection 
every two weeks

Administration Recommended Action
Reject. No action at this time

Administration Comments
2013 Finanicial Plan authorized expenditures considered this proposal but in the end determined that services to our residents 
should not be compromised by a reduction in this service. This service is also fully recovered though Utility Bill garbage levies. 
This is a contracted service and would not affect staffing levels. Summer weather conditions would not be conducive to bi-
weekly pick-up.
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Comments

Change 
Service Level Public Works

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Roads None High Low C/I Low Short 5
Consistent with water conservation and tax management objectives.  Some 
boulevards will lose the grass altogether.  Conscious transfer to gravel or 
other finish may be required to maintain aesthetics.

Re-Engineer
Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Roads Costs Low low C/I Low Short 5 Requires more information to determine if pilot project worthwhile.

Change 
Service Level Operations

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Cemeteries None low Med C Low Short 7 Option rejected by Council.  Cemetery would not be as attractive.

Change 
Service Level Operations

Transportation 
and 
Infrastructure

Solid Waste 
and Recycling None Med Med C DSI Low Short 7 Leaf pick-up is perceived as a standard service and could be continued.

109

O

Eliminate Spring and Fall leaf 
pick up

Administration Recommended Action
Reject at this time. Council may wish to re-consider this opportunity in future years

Administration Comments
2013 Finanicial Plan considered this proposal but in the end determined that services to our residents should not be 
compromised by a reduction in this service.  This service is also fully recovered though Utility Bill Recycling levies.

Administration Recommended Action
Reject. No action at this time. Net savings marginal against aesthetics loss.

Administration Comments
City currently uses approx 15,000m3 of water annually on City boulevards. Eliminating water use and reducing mowing 
frequency would result in an estimated savings of approximately $35,000. A significant loss of aesthetic appeal would be 
anticipated.

82

O

Eliminate irrigation and reduce 
mowing frequency on City 
maintained boulevards and 
linear trails

new

+

Conduct Pilot Project to test  
"beet Juice" as a road de-icing 
agent, as used by Merritt

124

O
Reduce irrigation in Cemetery Administration Recommended Action

Reject at this time. Council may wish to re-consider in future budget years.
Administration Comments
This was proposed in the 2013 Financial Plan but rejected due to reduction in service level, loss of aestheic appeal and 
negative impact to the public.

Administration Recommended Action
Consider. Operations will be conducting tests on the product next winter to determine 
suitability.

Administration Comments
City currently uses magnesium chloride as a road de-icing agent. Recently, environmentally friendly additives have entered the 
market place including beet juice to replace mag-chloride.  Preliminary investigation has indicated that beet juice will cause 
staining and may not be as effective as conventional methods. Operations continually investigates alternate products.



# Assessment Criteria Description Assessment Outcome Definitions
1 One-Time Savings The relative size of the one-off capital injection (or saving) from 

implementing or realizing the opportunity.
None (Blank) = No savings 
Costs (Red) = Material Implementation Costs
Low (Orange) = <$500,000 savings/revenue
High (Green) = >$500,000 savings/revenue

2 Annual Savings Based on the average of the low and high potential savings ranges None (Blank) = No savings 
Low (Red) =  < $50,000 savings/revenue
Medium (Orange) = $50,001 to $200,000 savings/revenue
High (Green) = >$200,000 savings/revenue

3 Strategic Program Alignment The opportunity aligns with the Corporate Strategic Plan or other stated 
Council priorities

No Impact (Blank) = Opportunity does not impact strategic alignment
No Alignment (Red) = Opportunity opposes strategic plans 
General Alignment (Orange) = Opportunity generally aligns 
Explicit Alignment (Green) = Opportunity specifically/explicitly aligns 

4 Client/ Customer Impact The impact of the opportunity being implemented on clients or customers, 
consider the number of clients and the severity of the impact. 

High (Red) = Severe impact
Medium (Orange) = Some impact
No/Low (Green) = No or low impact

5 Recent Reviews Any reviews, studies or reports that deal with the opportunity in the current 
term of Council.

Decided (Black) = The current Council has decided not to implement / support the 
opportunity (a "dead-issue")
Considered (Red) = A recent review (5 years) was not supportive of the opportunity 
Partly Considered (Orange) = A recent review was not supportive of the opportunity, but 
may have only considered some aspects or circumstances, or priorities may have changed
No/Supportive (Green) = The opportunity has not been studied recently, or the conclusions 
were supportive of and consistent with the opportunity.

6 Other Cities / Best Practices An assessment of the cost of the service and/or the service delivery 
approach compared to comparable jurisdictions or best practices. 

None (Blank) = no comparator data / assessment performed  
Comparator Does Not Support Implementation (Red) = comparator jurisdictions and/or 
best practices do not support implementation of the opportunity
Consistent/Inconclusive (Orange) = City performance is consistent with comparable 
jurisdictions or the conclusions are inconclusive 
Comparator Supports Implementation (Green) = comparator jurisdictions and/or best 
practices support implementation of the opportunity

7 Barriers To Implementation Barriers, issues or obstacles to implementing the opportunity, such as:
- Political 
- Legal
- Labour and Contractual Obligations
- Capital Costs

Insurmountable (Black) = Identified barriers will likely not be possible to overcome, such as 
opportunity is not feasible, or new legislation required
High (Red) =  Strong barriers exist and will not be overcome without strong leadership, 
perseverance over time, such as changes in collective agreement required
Medium (Orange) = definite barriers will be challenging to overcome, but manageable and 
achievable if given appropriate attention and priority
Low (Green) = no significant/insurmountable barriers to overcome

8 Timing of Potential First Benefits The time it will take to achieve the first substantial benefits/savings. Long (Red) = first benefits/savings realized after 5 or more years
Medium (Orange) = first benefits/savings realized in 2 to 4 years
Short (Green) = first benefits/savings realized within 1 year



# Implementation Category Description Action Required

A Approved Council has approved as part of 2013 budget 
process

- Implementation by staff

1 Strategic - Opportunities for larger potential cost savings or 
revenue generation and related smaller items 
have been incorporated in the themed chapter 
discussions

- Consider the opportunities as presented in the themed chapters

2 Short Term - Short Term; consider for 2014 budget or earlier
- Acceptable client/ customer impact
- Lower barriers to implementation
- Potential cost savings or revenue generation

- Incorporate into the coming fiscal year budget process
- Initiate further actions as appropriate

3 Staff to Implement - Short Term; staff directed to implement
- Acceptable client/ customer impact
- Lower barriers to implementation
- May already be in process

-Provide direction as part of process for staff to implement or continue 
implementation
- Initiate further actions as appropriate

4 Medium to Long Term - Medium to long term; will take more than a year 
to realize first benefits
- Acceptable client/ customer impact 
- May have higher barriers to implementation

- Direct departments to begin actions to address barriers and report back to senior 
management and/or Council

5 Investigate Further Uncertain whether to proceed based on current 
data, given client/ customer impact, barriers to 
implementation, and/or benefits to be realized 

- Refer to departments for further examination and consideration, and report back to 
senior management and/or Council
- Opportunity to be considered / implemented in future budgets or reports 

6 Suggest to RDNO Area of RDNO jurisdiction, but action would 
reduce costs passed on to COV taxpayers

- Send opportunity to GVD and/or RDNO as appropriate for implementation

7 Not Worth Pursuing - Unacceptable client/ customer impact
- Uncertainty over the benefits to be realized 

No further action required



CORE SERVICES REVIEW 

Position Papers 

1. Review of Infrastructure and Asset Management (Chapter 5) 

2. Review of 'Sewer Systems' (Chapter 6) 

3. Review of 'Water Systems' (Chapter 6) 

4. Review of Transit (Chapter 7) 

5. First Medical Responder (FMR) Program (Chapter 8) 

6. Deployment Strategy/Operations Model (Chapter 8) 

7. Emergency / Fire Dispatch (Chapter 8) 

8. VFRS Revenue Improvements & Fiscal Efficiencies (Chapter 8) 

9. Review of HR Services (Chapter 9) 

10. Review of Municipal Staffing - RCMP (Chapter 9) 

11. Review of Bylaw Enforcement (Chapter 9) 

12. Grants (Chapter 10) 

13. Permissive Tax Exemptions (Chapter 10) 

14. Review of Committees of Council (Chapter 11) 

15. Arenas (Chapter 12) 

16. Vision and Direction of Financial Initiatives 

17. Past Initiatives of the Operations Division 

18. In Camera Review of Safety Communities/Community Policing (Chapter 9) 

19. In Camera - Review of Community Development Staffing (Chapter 9) 
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POSITION PAPER 
REVIEW OF ' REVIEW OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND ASSET MANAGEMENT ' 

Chapter 5 
 
 

TOPIC: 

5.1  As part of developing the SIIP: 

5.1.1 Develop a thorough understanding of infrastructure requirements, funding options and ensure 
stakeholder agreement on the figures. Include asset age, condition, service levels and 
risk/priority in a long-term model. 

5.1.2 Consider moving towards proactive infrastructure maintenance and rehabilitation, prioritizing 
consistently and transparently across asset groups and implementing life cycle costing and risk 
management to inform decision making. 

5.1.3 Consider reviewing the current asset inventory including identifying potential redundant assets 
and identifying potential assets for sale. 

5.1.4 Identify the increased investment in asset rehabilitation and replacement that will be required, 
and the options available to increase funding in this area. 

5.1.5 Identify the long-term financial impacts of planning decisions and ensure they are considered in 
the planning process. 

5.2  Consider becoming a member of the Canadian Network of Asset Managers (CNAM), an 
organization founded by municipalities, or a similar organization to gain access to leading 
practices and exchange practices with peer organizations. 

 
17 Create committee including COV, RDNO, utility reps to develop five-year capital plan for roads and 
utilities to minimize wasted investment   
23 Increased infrastructure Investment 
90 Complete development of Asset Management Plan and alignment of capital expenditures with 
results. 

ISSUE: 

The development of a Sustainable Infrastructure Investment Plan (SIIP) has been included as part of 
the recommendations and opportunities in the KPMG Report as opportunities 5.1 and 5.2.  The KPMG 
Report also suggests the opportunity for the SIIP to guide the Capital Planning process in opportunity 
90.  The initial results of the recently completed Asset Management Revenue Plan suggest that an 
increase in funding dedicated to infrastructure replacement is required as KPMG has also suggested in 
opportunity 23.  Council has taken a large first step towards increasing funding to infrastructure  
replacement by creating a 1.9%, 10 year, cumulative tax increase dedicated toward infrastructure 
replacement.     

Suggested opportunity 23 in the KPMG report recommends creating a committee between Regional 
District of North Okanagan and the City of Vernon for the creation of 5 year capital plan to minimize 
wasted investment.  The completion of the SIIP will guide the City of Vernon projects that will integrate 
road, storm sewer and sanitary sewer projects to maximize the use of infrastructure replacement 
funding.  The City of Vernon and the Regional District of North Okanagan continually coordinate 
regarding our capital projects for replacement of infrastructure.   
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OUTCOME: 

 The City of Vernon has recently been notified by the Gas Tax Management Committee, that $336,000 
of funding has been granted through the Gas Tax Program Innovations Fund.  The funding was 
awarded through Gas Tax program Innovations Fund for the creation of the SIIP that we had made an 
application for in May 2012.  

The SIIP is a long term plan for managing the City's infrastructure that creates strategies for funding the 
renewal and replacement of infrastructure in a sustainable manner. The SIIP will identify the cost to 
replace all of the City of Vernon owned infrastructure that includes items likes roads, piping, sidewalks, 
streetlights and City owned buildings.  The SIIP will then identify the available revenue to pay for the 
replacement of this infrastructure.  Once the costs of infrastructure renewal and the available revenues 
are identified, the SIIP will identify strategies to increase revenues for asset replacement and identify 
opportunities to reduce costs.  The result of the balance of costs and revenues produces a Sustainable 
Infrastructure Investment Plan that will allow the City of Vernon to provide sustainable services to its 
residents for future generations. 

SIIP OVERVIEW 

The figure below summarizes the process for developing a SIIP with strategies for rate increases and 
cost containment being the most challenging components.  The star at intersection represents a 
sustainable level of funding for infrastructure replacement that balances rate increases and cost 
containment. 
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There are 5 steps in Vernon’s SIIP and the City of Vernon is currently completing Steps 1 and 2. 

1. Asset Management Investment Plan (AMIP) 

The AMIP will identify the long term costs and timing for the City of Vernon’s entire linear and non-linear 
infrastructure. This will enable decision-makers, e.g. Senior Administration and Council, to see all of 
Vernon’s infrastructure life cycle cost pressures in one place, at a glance. The AMIP will complement 
work already completed in this area and integrate the following: 

•         All asset categories and major sub-categories; 

•         Current replacement value and remaining value; 

•         Expected life remaining based upon age and materials; 

•         Adjusted life for condition and obsolescence; 

•         Infrastructure deficit; 

•         Looming future costs; 

•         20 year renewal costs and timing;  

•         Total and annual average renewal cost; and 

•         Average Annual Life Cycle Investment (AALCI) required. 

2.  Asset Management Revenue Plan (AMRP) 

The AMRP will help the City of Vernon determine its long term revenue generating capability.  It will 
also develop scenarios for long term rate and tax revenues required to meet the capital, operational 
and maintenance costs for the City’s linear and non-linear infrastructure, identified in the Asset 
Management Investment Plan (AMIP). The model will use infrastructure expenditures for renewal and 
new assets, operations, maintenance, planning and design, and debt servicing to calculate the long-
term revenues the City will require. 

3. Balancing Costs and Revenues  

At the completion of the AMRP the City of Vernon has the ability to model rate and utility adjustments 
and the City of Vernon’s long term revenue generating capability. The City of Vernon must further 
investigate cost containment strategies that will balance with the proposed rate increases for our assets 
and level of service to remain affordable.  The most logical spot to investigate cost containment is with 
the City of Vernon’s largest asset being the transportation network .  Further investigation regarding 
sustainable funding for Storm-water, since it does not have dedicated funding, is also required to plan 
for sustainable renewal of these assets and providing sustainable levels of service. 

Integrated Transportation Framework (ITF) 

In order to plan for and implement a balanced and affordable roadway system the City needs to 
develop an Integrated Transportation Framework (ITF) that can help design the functionality and 
integrity of the City’s current and future transportation system, while considering the realities of the 
associated improvement, renewal and maintenance costs.  The ITF will aim to establish a functional 
transportation system and contain costs to affordable levels for the community.  The ITF includes 
integration with active transportation goals to prioritize social, environmental and economic goals for 
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transportation levels of service. The key steps to develop, populate and implement the proposed ITF 
are: Build Roadway Hierarchy Scheme; Set Roadway Functional, Environmental and Physical Targets; 
Assess Roadway Existing Conditions; Identify opportunities for active transportation and drainage 
improvements; Determine Performance Gap to Meet Targets; Calculate Improvement Costs and 
Staging; Calculate Annual Renewal and Maintenance Costs; Workshop the ITF with Council and public 
input and feedback regarding the ITF. 

Storm-water Utility Feasibility/Framework SWUFF 

The City of Vernon is committed to improving storm-water quality, reducing the impacts of urban runoff, 
and developing systems to restore local creeks and streams. Throughout the Liquid Waste 
Management Plan (LWMP), many projects and ideas have been raised that will reduce pollutant 
loading including street sweeping, rain gardens, rain-water capture and re-use, and end-of-pipe 
treatment solutions. However, generating new techniques to reduce the environmental impact of urban 
runoff requires long-term funding if it is to be sustainable. As part of the Integrated Infrastructure 
Investment Plan, the Storm-water Utility Feasibility/Framework will explore the benefits and barriers for 
establishing new, dedicated funds for storm-water improvements. There are hundreds of storm-water 
utilities in North America; however, a made-in-Vernon approach is needed. This feasibility/framework 
will explore and ultimately recommend on the following topics: departmental goals, purpose, and vision; 
governmental structural options; revenues, costs, incentives, and regulations; administrative and 
staffing needs; major programs; community implications of a new utility; council workshop; and 
reporting. Public outreach will be conducted as part of the overall Integrated Infrastructure Investment 
Plan. 

4. Developing Prioritized and Affordable Capital Plans 

The goal of the analysis in steps 1 to 3 are the development of a Short term (3 year) capital plan and 
Long term (15 year) capital plan.  The recommended funding levels for infrastructure renewal and 
replacement will be based on a compilation of the information and analysis from the AMIP, AMRP, ITF, 
and the SWUFF. 

5. Implementation and Updating 

The final step in the SIIP is implementation.  The City of Vernon should reconstruct and renew its 
infrastructure based on the recommended levels of funding for infrastructure renewal. 

It will be important for the City of Vernon to update the SIIP based on annual condition assessments, 
any changes to replacement costs and further analysis regarding service lives for it infrastructure.  A 
dedicated Asset Management Technician (existing position) will be tasked with the annual iterations of 
Steps 1-4 in the process above. 

TIMEFRAME:  

December 2013 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Council continue to support the development of a Sustainable Infrastructure Investment Plan; 

AND FURTHER, THAT Council provide input at each stage of the Sustainable Infrastructure 
Investment Plan; 

AND FURTHER, THAT Council considers the recommendations from the Sustainable Infrastructure 
Investment Plan.  
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POSITION PAPER 
REVIEW OF ' SEWER SYSTEMS ' 

Chapter 6 
 
 

TOPIC: 

6.4 End the practice of spreading recovered water on lands where it is not required for irrigation, 
and return surplus recovered water to the surface water system. This will involve 
discussion/negotiation with the Province of BC on current restrictions. 

6.5 Consider other options for the irrigation of golf courses and other dependent recovered water 
users to determine if the spray irrigation program can be eliminated or substantially reduced 
economically by converting users to the water supply or other water sources. 

 
69 - Create a Storm Water Utility with charges to benefiting properties - Increase fees to cover full costs 
of asset management and renewal 
81 - Send some reclaimed water to lake 
167 - Abandon spray irrigation system based on low cost recovery ratio 
 
 
ISSUE: 

The City of Vernon currently disposes of reclaimed waste water via a land based spray irrigation 
system. The system has been in place since 1977 and is used to provide irrigation water to a variety of 
users including golf courses, parks, silviculture and agriculture operations. The annual cost of the spray 
irrigation program is approximately $1.7 million with annual revenues of approximately $200,000.  
System expansion of approximately $10 to $15 million (capital only) is required if 100% land based 
disposal is to continue long term.  With the recent (2006) upgrade of the Vernon Water Reclamation 
Center to a state of the art biological nutrient removal (BNR) type system, the treated effluent is now 
significantly cleaner than local creeks and is suitable for direct discharge to the Okanagan Lake via the 
existing deep lake outfall.  As part of the Liquid Waste Management Plan (LWMP) update that is 
currently underway, it has been recommended that the city consider changes in the spray irrigation 
program to optimize the system, employ best practices for spray irrigation to minimize the impact on the 
receiving lands, and direct any excess reclaimed water to the Okanagan Lake via the existing deep 
lake outfall.   

Storm water quality in the city is impacted significantly by urban activities. As part of the LWMP work 
currently underway, it has been recommended that the city consider establishing a storm water utility to 
provide dedicated funds for improving storm water quality in the City of Vernon.        

OUTCOME: 

Implement best practices for spray irrigation and direct some (not all) reclaimed wastewater to the 
Okanagan Lake via the existing deep lake outfall.   

Establish a dedicated storm water utility with dedicated funding for storm water improvements in the 
city. 
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TIMEFRAME: 

The issues are being considered as part of the LWMP update which is currently in progress and 
expected to be complete in 2013. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Council refer these opportunities for consideration as part of the Liquid Waste Management Plan 
Update.  

AND FURTHER That Council direct staff to coordinate the Liquid Waste Management Plan with the 
Master Water Plan for delivery of irrigation water.   
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POSITION PAPER 
REVIEW OF ' WATER SYSTEMS ' 

Chapter 6 
 

TOPIC: 

6.1  Request that Greater Vernon Water base its cost allocation between urban and rural water 
systems rather than domestic and irrigation, and that rates be adjusted accordingly. 

6.2 Request that the evaluation of options for improved treatment of Greater Vernon Water be 
based on separate allocation of costs to urban and rural systems, and include options that do 
not provide treated water to rural customers when it cannot be achieved on an economic basis. 

6.3 In the event opportunities 6.1 and 6.2 are unsuccessful, consider establishing a separate urban 
or City of Vernon water system. 

Opportunity Spreadsheet 

6 -  Consolidate all aspects of the management and operation of the sewers and water treatment 
operations in the RD/GVW41 - Seek reduction in hydrant charges to Fire Department  

ISSUE: 

Provision of potable and agricultural water has a long and fairly complex history. 

 KPMG has identified concerns that the costs associated with water provision have not been equitably 
paid for by the two distinct customers, one customer which requires raw water and the other treated 
water. There is also a concern that the system improvements to meet the water quality requirements of 
the Interior Health Authority (IHA) will be borne by all customers and not just the customers that require 
it.  

A draft Master Water Plan is nearing completion. The plan reviews the options for water provision and 
specifically considers three basic options and multiple variances to ensure the system is the most 
equitable for the best product.  The three basic options are  

1. Treating all water equally 
2. Constructing two separate systems, one with treated water and one with raw water 
3. Optimizing the existing system to provide two systems where it is equitable and beneficial such as        

providing raw water to large raw water users and have one system where the property uses are such 
that two systems are neither equitable nor beneficial.  

 
The management and operation of the water utility has not historically been as efficient and cost 
effective as it could be. The various governing partners represent with inherently different interests. 
Compromises of the day have not necessarily lead to mthe most cost effective service delivery. 

GVW through the Regional District of the North Okanagan (RDNO) had proposed to increase the fire 
hydrant operation and maintenance fees by 35% over the next two years.  The increase is borne by the 
Vernon tax payer for the Vernon hydrants through the Vernon Fire Rescue Service budget.  The 
increase is not related to actual operating or maintenance cost increases but to a general increase in 
water fees by the RDNO and indicates a service that Vernon pays for and yet does not control the cost 
of. A thorough analysis of this situation has been prepared under separate cover. 
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OUTCOME: 

The Master Water Plan is scheduled to be completed and submitted to the Province as per the IHA 
Order.  The Master Water Plan currently has the opportunities stated in this position paper as part of its 
focus as such the opportunities will be reviewed and presented to the GVAC and RDNO. 

TIMEFRAME: 

By order of the IHA the Master Water Plan is to be completed by June 30, 2013. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Council refer the water related opportunities provided in the KPMG Core Review to the Regional 
District of the North Okanagan for consideration as part of the Master Water Plan. 
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POSITION PAPER 

REVIEW OF ‘TRANSIT’ 

TOPIC: 

7.1 Tighten the application review process for handyDART registrants. Require proper 
documentation for all current registrants who have not already provided it as registrations are 
renewed, or within a three year period. 

7.2 Establish a policy direction that conventional transit service is intended to provide service for 
residents without access to vehicles and in circumstance where reductions in greenhouse gases 
will be achieved (taking into account actual bus loading levels and emissions) that warrant the 
net costs involved. Given the level of provincial support of conventional transit, it should be 
possible to do this with much less City tax support. That would suggest changes in services 
such as: 

• Increase the zone fare increment for the 90 Okanagan Connector to $2 (e.g. increase 
the total fare from $2 to $4). The U-Pass could be accepted for the base fare, but the $2 
incremental zone fare would need to be paid for each trip. 

• Reduce the level of conventional transit service, retaining just select routes that could be 
expected to recover at least 50% of their costs from fare revenues (likely one or two 
routes in downtown area as well as the 90). 

• Consider expanding the Taxi Saver program (subject to acceptance for provincial 
subsidy) to low income individuals without access to cars to provide an alternative 
approach to public transit for those not adequately served by the reduced fixed route 
structure. 

7.3 Recognize that planning decisions related to the location and density of development will have 
the strongest impact on the potential for viable services in the long term. In the shorter term, the 
City’s Transportation Demand Management activities should focus on bicycling and walking 
sources. 

14 - Focus on expanding bicycling, but abandon goals for increased transit ridership - focus transit 
goal on service to students, those without cars. 

34 - Increase transit fares. 
34a - Reduce conventional transit service level. 
35 - Tighten qualification review for HandyDART users. 
36 - Eliminate the Taxi Saver program. 
36b - Reduce HandyDART hours and encourage more use of Taxi Saver program. 
37 - Stop accepting new HandyDART registrants as demand exceeds supply. 
38 - Buses are kneeling - so limit Handy DART service to accessing the bus (depending upon 

disability). 
88 - Increase fares on the route 90 to UBCO in Kelowna substantially. 

 

Summary of Suggestions 

Conventional Transit: Abandon the goal of increasing the mode share of transit and reduce 
conventional transit service to all, but focus service provision to students and residents without private 
cars. Increase transit fares on routes in and around Vernon and Route 90 – UBCO Kelowna.  
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Custom Transit: Stop accepting new applications for handyDART and tighten the eligibility criteria. As 
the conventional service is fully accessible limit access to the handyDART service. Reduce the 
handyDART hours of operation and increase the Taxi Saver Program. Eliminate the Taxi Saver 
program. 

ISSUE: 

Conventional Transit: The transportation plan 2008 outlined a ten year transit expansion plan designed 
to provide a transit service that would be a viable alternative to the private vehicle for use particularly 
to/from the City Centre and neighbourhood centres. This approach to transit supply was adopted after 
traffic modelling identified that with future growth of the city and the associated increasing traffic that 
unacceptable levels of congestion would occur in the city in the 10 year and 25 year plus time frame. 
To address this congestion the 2008 transportation plan identified that $201million of road 
improvements would be required. However, even with those road improvements the network would 
continue to experience increasingly unacceptable levels of congestion as it grew. Left unchecked that 
unacceptable level of congestion would, by 2050, cover such a proportion of the network it would be 
deemed to have “failed”. The model found two realistic alternatives to avoid that “failure”. Either 
increase the number of trips taken by walking, cycling or transit (the target for 2031 was set at 20%) or 
to construct a bypass (estimated capital cost in the order of $500 million). Given that 2006 census data 
put the mode share at 11.92% reaching 20% by 2031 is an achievable goal with improvements to the 
pedestrian, bike and transit networks. The benefits of new policies and changing residents travel habits 
can not be reaped immediately, but will take many years of commitment to the plan to evolve. 

The improvements made each year since 2008 have increased ridership by 3.8% in 2009; by 5.0% in 
2010; by 8.7% in 2011 and by 8.4% up to December 2012. It can take up to 3 years for the ridership 
benefits of service improvements to occur. Therefore, it is anticipated that further ridership increases 
are still to be seen from the improvements made recently.  

The Level of Service (LOS) for routes 1 to 7 in 2008 was a D / E (LOS D= can meet the needs of 
commuters who do not have to stay late & LOS E = commuters have a limited choice of travel times). In 
2013 the routes 1 to 8 now are a LOS C / D (LOS C = runs into early evening, but still provides some 
flexibility in choice of time for the trip home). To be an attractive and realistic alternative to a private 
vehicle a transit system should aim to be a LOS C or above. Major increases in ridership will be seen 
when a system achieves that LOS. 

The benefits of transit are well known in Canada’s larger cities due to their larger congestion and air 
pollution issues. As KPMG noted the City’s current plans and policies do not document all the roles of 
transit in Vernon. Across Canada in smaller communities (less than 50,000) transit makes several 
contributions to the quality of life as they support local businesses by helping commuters get to work, 
bringing shoppers to stores, supporting downtown cores, and meeting the needs of festivals and other 
events. They also offer independence and mobility to people who are non-drivers by choice or 
necessity: seniors (of which Vernon has an increasing percentage of), children, students, workers, low-
income families, and tourists. Seniors and persons with disabilities, who may have very limited mobility 
options, are primary beneficiaries. Smaller communities can face significant challenges developing high 
ridership levels when trip distances are short, parking is inexpensive and plentiful, and there is little 
traffic congestion.  
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The cost recovery of the individual routes achieved in 2010 as detailed in the 2011 Transit Service 
review, which KPMG referenced in their report, shows that certain routes performed better than others. 
KPMG suggested that any routes achieving less that 50% cost recovery, as seen in Toronto, should be 
cancelled. It should be noted that the 2011 Transit Service Review contained recommendations to 
improve the service and therefore the cost recovery. A number have been implemented and increases 
in ridership have been recorded since then but the full benefits can take 2-3 years to build. It should 
also be noted that the higher performing routes take a large portion of their riders as transfers from the 
other routes. Therefore their cancellation would lead to the well performing routes failing to meet the 
KPMG suggested target of 50%. The size of a community and its population density are key factors in 
the amount of cost recovery a system can realistically achieve. For comparison the target cost recovery 
for the Kelowna Regional Transit System is 30% and over the five year period 2007-2011 the average 
cost recovery for the whole Vernon Regional system was 29.4%. 

Transit fares need to be set low enough to attract users without being so low that they adversely effect 
revenue generation. As KPMG noted transit fares need to be increased from the level set in 2004. 

Custom Transit:   The custom transit system, funded by City of Vernon, District of Coldstream, Electoral 
Areas B & C and BC Transit, includes handyDART, taxi supplement and taxi saver. This service and its 
eligibility criteria are governed by the BC Transit Act. As KPMG noted the custom system is 
experiencing a demand that exceeds supply such that there is a waiting list to access this service.  

OUTCOME: 

Conventional Transit: The 2013 Master Transportation Plan will be undertaking more traffic modelling to 
incorporate the updates to the Official Community Plan and to include the recommendations of the 
Sustainable Infrastructure Investment Plan (SIIP) and the Integrated Transportation Framework (ITF). 
These documents will frame how and where the City will grow. They will also frame decisions regarding 
managing the road network in a financially sustainable manner which will in turn determine the 
timeframe of future road network improvements.  The modelling will also include evaluating varying 
levels of transit service to determine whether the current goal of improving transit should remain. 

The Transit Future Plan (25 year transit plan) currently being developed by BC Transit, based upon 
their experience across the province in similar sized communities, will propose a long term network with 
ridership targets. A key component has been the development of a network that focuses routes along 
major identified corridors. Therefore, the route restructuring suggested by KPMG to maximize ridership 
is already being developed. The Future Plan also includes a review of the fare levels and ticketing 
structure. However, it should be noted that the Route 90-UBCO service is under the control of the 
Regional District of North Okanagan. Whilst we are the major financial contributor to this service as 
costs are allocated based on ridership the decision to set fares and accept Kelowna’s U-PASS rests 
with the RDNO Board. The transit system will continue to undergo periodic review and should any 
routes be under or over performing Council will be presented with this information together with options 
to address it. 

Custom Transit: The challenges experienced in providing this service across the province has lead BC 
Transit to set up a province wide Registration Process Pilot Project aimed at addressing these 
shortcomings. Due to the challenges experienced in this system all funding partners agreed that the 
Vernon regional service be one of the "pilot communities." BC Transit has over the years improved the 
conventional system such that all of the buses are now fully accessible. The Custom Registration 
Process Pilot Project now aims to utilise travel trainers to train users with mobility impairments how to 
use the transit system that can meet their needs. This ensures that users with walking frames or 
wheelchairs have the skills and confidence to use the conventional system wherever possible. The 
KPMG recommendation to issue Taxi Saver to non handyDART registered users as an alternative to 
providing conventional transit is not permitted under provincial legislation. 
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TIMEFRAME: 

Conventional Transit: The Master Transportation Plan will be presented to Council in December 2013. 
The transit fare review report will be presented to Council in May 2013. The draft Transit Future Plan 
will be presented to Council in June 2013.  

Custom Transit:  The pilot project started April 1, 2013 and will be completed by March 31, 2015 with 
updates being presented to Council throughout the project. The findings of the project will be presented 
to the Minister as the recommendations may require changes to provincial legislation. 

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Council direct Administration to complete traffic modelling as part of the transportation plan 
update to evaluate the future levels of service of transit and the financial impacts of planned road 
network improvements in light of the recommendations of the Sustainable Infrastructure Investment 
Plan and the Integrated Transportation Framework. 

AND FURTHER THAT Council direct Administration to monitor and report the progress of the Custom 
Registration Process Pilot Project over the next two years at key stages and upon receipt of the 
findings and recommendations undertake a Service Review of the custom transit service. 
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POSITION PAPER 
Vernon Fire – Rescue Services 

“First Medical Responder (FMR) Program” 
 

For Council’s Consideration: 8.4, page 31 
OPP ID: 136, 166, new 

 
 
TOPIC:  
 
Province of B.C. First Medical Responder (FMR) program, BCAS supplemental pre-hospital care  
 
ISSUE: 
 
The KPMG Core Review, April 2013, identifies some considerations related to the B.C. First Medical 
Responder (FMR) program. 
 
OPP ID 136 First Medical Response to IR#6 - had been offered previously and VFRS will offer again. If 
the customer renews interest, the addition of FMR service can be an addendum to the current 
Agreement for Fire Service between the City and RDNO (locatee IR#6). 
 
OPP ID 166 GPS Tracking System for Volunteers is not feasible. 
 
VFRS is currently working with BCAS to re-establish the application of the Medical Priority Dispatch 
System (MPDS), in the First Medical Responder program. MPDS is utilized internationally to determine 
medical urgency and priority.  To that end, Operational Guidelines are being reviewed to ensure 
response is appropriate and redundancy can be avoided. The BCAS dispatch interface, technologically 
linking Vernon Fire Dispatch directly with BCAS dispatch in Kamloops, went “live” on April 24, 2013, 
minimizing reliance on the phone dispatch and providing opportunity to decline response dependent on 
availability and Operational Guidelines.  In addition, use of the “combined events” radio channel is 
designed to minimize redundancy. 
  
Over time, participation in the First Medical Responder program has evolved, and review of the 
protocols is underway and timely. 
 
 
OUTCOME: 
 
Clarification of the role and responsibilities for Vernon Fire – Rescue’s participation in the B.C. First 
Medical Responder program. 
 
 
TIMEFRAME: 
 
Review of FMR protocols, dispatch and response is currently underway. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
THAT Council direct the Fire Chief to include the Fire Medical Responder program in a Fire Rescue 
Response Policy, for consideration in August 2014. 
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POSITION PAPER 
 

Vernon Fire – Rescue Services 
“Deployment Strategy / Operations Model” 

For Council’s Consideration: 8.1 & 8.2, page 31 
OPP ID: 164, 138, new 

 
TOPIC: 
 
Continue developing innovative, cohesive and integrated composite (Career and Paid-per-Call) fire 
service delivery model.  
 
ISSUE:  
 
The KPMG Core Review, April 2013, suggests a number of strategies related to fire rescue resource 
deployment. Several factors need to be considered, including existing Council resolutions, other 
government legislation, contractual obligations, feasibility and liability. 
 
Council, by resolution, approved building the Predator Ridge Fire Hall, land has been allocated and 
design and site prep is underway. Design of the Bella Vista Hall was Council approved in conjunction 
with Predator, however, no land allocation has been identified and funding source requires in depth 
consideration. Further, Council resolved Predator Ridge and Okanagan Landing Halls and any other 
future halls as being operated by Paid-per-Call firefighters until such time Council authorizes otherwise. 
The recent integration of the former contracted firefighters is proving successful and recruitment 
focused on Predator Ridge has been underway since 2010. Innovative use of technology for 
deployment is occurring. "Send Word Now", the instant text messaging emergency communication tool 
provides Dispatch an immediate answer as to availability of responders who are already carrying cell 
phones and pagers. "Send Word Now" is also being used for Emergency Social Services volunteers 
who respond for North Okanagan Emergency Management. "Queriosity" business analysis software 
being implemented May 2013 will provide comprehensive data, extracted from CAD dispatch, regarding 
response time, apparatus deployment, re-deployment and geographic incident patterns, and will 
provide the basis for sound Response Policy development.   
 
Currently training is standardized and through the "Target Safety" on-line training database, knowledge 
of specialized skills or certifications is readily available. Standardized training has been a strong 
contributor to safe emergency scene management and a cohesive team following common Operational 
Guidelines.     
 
An approved Response Policy will guide further initiatives on resource deployment, consistent with 
Council’s objectives and intentions for a fiscally responsible, contemporary and progressive composite 
fire service model.  
 
OUTCOME: 
 
 Effective and contemporary training and deployment of human resources and apparatus 
 Staff engagement and paid-per call retention 
 Service delivery governed by authorized Fire Rescue Emergency Response Policy 
 Review of Bella Vista Hall strategy and feasibility (cost consideration potential 2M) 
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TIMEFRAME: 
 
 Developing cohesive firefighting force, and effective retention of paid-per-call – current and 

ongoing. 
 Fire Rescue Emergency Response Policy to Council by August 2014 to align with budget 

deliberations 
 Station 3 Predator Ridge operating by April 2014. 
 Bella Vista Hall on hold pending land and budget. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
THAT Council direct the Fire Chief to provide a comprehensive Fire Rescue Emergency Response 
Policy, incorporating other government legislation, industry guidelines, fire hall locations, geographic 
response zones, incident types, First Medical Responder program, apparatus and responder 
deployment strategy, and water supply and access requirements, for consideration by Council in 
August 2014.   
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POSITION PAPER 
Vernon Fire – Rescue Services 

“Emergency / Fire Dispatch” 
 

For Council’s Consideration: 8.3, page 31 
OPP ID: 39, 40 

 
 
TOPIC:  
 
Enterprise Approach / Feasibility / Economics of operating fire dispatch centre locally at Vernon Fire – 
Rescue. 
 
ISSUE: 
 
The KPMG Core Review, April 2013, suggests the rarity of local dispatch, but recognizes there is an 
enterprising opportunity on the horizon, and identifies a two year timeframe, during which VFRS should 
develop a customer base to improve financial viability and generate off setting revenue. By Council 
resolution and budget approval, the dispatch and communication upgrades completed over the last two 
years were designed specifically to accommodate customers in a competitive and technologically 
advanced business. Along with the financial overview, a number of factors must be considered. 
 
Building on the successful North Okanagan Emergency Management function, the regional HazMat 
services and the recent successful re-structuring of the regional Fire Training Centre, VFRS is 
solidifying a regional presence and appetite for local cooperation in emergency services.   
 
A marketing plan to attract customers will focus on financial feasibility, as well as the benefits of local 
area knowledge, consideration for unique mapping and boundary issues that are prevalent in the North 
Okanagan, and public expectations of service and accountability.   
 
Note: The existing contract between the RDNO and Fraser Valley Dispatch is in effect until December 
31, 2014, and the existing contract between CSRD and Surrey Fire Dispatch is in effect until December 
31, 2014. 
 
 
OUTCOME: 
 
VFRS to develop a comprehensive marketing plan to attract customers to the dispatch function.  
 
TIMEFRAME: 
 
Develop comprehensive marketing plan for Vernon Fire Dispatch by third quarter of 2013. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
  
THAT Council direct the Administration of Vernon Fire – Rescue to develop a comprehensive Fire 
Dispatch Marketing Plan for Council’s consideration in the third quarter of 2013. 
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POSITION PAPER 
Vernon Fire – Rescue Services 

“VFRS Revenue Improvements & \ Fiscal Efficiencies” 
 

OPP ID: 128, 143, 140, 139, 133, 41, 135 
 

TOPIC:  
 
Revenue opportunities and fiscal efficiencies 
 
ISSUE: 
 
The Core Review process and the 2013/2014 budget process identified several revenue opportunities. 
OPP ID #s 143, 140, and 139 are related to public compliance with the Fire Prevention Bylaw and have 
been implemented in accordance with Council resolutions during 2013 budget deliberations.  
 
OPP ID# 41 Hydrant Fees: will be addressed in a Report Recommendation forthcoming from the 
Engineering Division. 
 
OPP ID #135 Station 2 Shared Use with BCAS:  is currently being investigated and awaiting response 
from BCAS 
 
OPP ID#133 Out of Area Fire Service: requires Policy direction and authorization by Council as 
historically provision of fire suppression services outside the municipal limit was declined when 
requested.  Limiting factors have included distance, water supply, access, and infrastructure 
deficiencies. 
 
OPP ID#s 128 Providing Training Courses: requires Policy direction and authorization by Council. 
Limiting factors have included caution regarding public reaction to competition with private business 
and academic institutions and acknowledgment of the recent success in re-structuring the Fire Training 
Centre.  
 
OUTCOME: 
 
 Increased revenue to offset expenses, specifically in regards to compliance and public 

responsibility in fire prevention 
 Policy direction on providing fire suppression services outside municipal limits 
 Re-structure of hydrant use fees charged to Vernon Fire - Rescue 
 Reduce training costs through partnerships 

 
TIMEFRAME: 
 
 Establishment of revenue opportunities for OPP ID#’s 143, 140, and 139 already completed.  
 Report Recommendation for OPP ID# 41 will be forthcoming from Engineering division  
 OPP ID#135 currently being investigated 
 OPP ID#133 will be considered throughout 2013, and is dependent on Corporate Policy 

direction  
 OPP ID#128 will be reviewed in the second quarter of 2013  
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RECOMMENDATION: 
 
THAT Council direct Administration to include fire suppression services in the review of the Services 
Beyond City Boundaries Policy update. 
 
-------------------------------------------- 

THAT Council direct the Fire Chief to provide a Report Recommendation, regarding the provision of fire 
training courses as a revenue opportunity, in September 2014, to align with budget deliberations.  
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POSITION PAPER 
Review of HR Services- Opportunities 9.3 & 9.4 

TOPIC: 

Opportunity 9.3. Consider reducing HR Staff by 1 to 1.5 FTE's to be comparable to other jurisdictions.  

ISSUE: 

The KPMG report indicates that the HR function in Vernon is larger than it is in the comparable 
jurisdictions and, as a result, have recommended a staff reduction.   However, the HR department in 
Vernon provides services that are handled by different departments in other Cities, for example, 
Payroll, and Occupational Health and Safety.  We have contacted each of the comparator 
municipalities and our review of the HR Services provided in each jurisdiction is as follows: 

HR Services 

  Vernon Kelowna Penticton Port Moody Mission Campbell River 

Recruitment       
Training & Development        
Job Evaluation (formalized)           
Compensation       
Benefits/Pension        
Labour Relations       
Succession Planning         
Payroll           
OH&S         
Central Switchboard            
Total number of Staff 6 12.2 3 4.8 2.5 4 

         Note:  Both Penticton and Campbell River are considering moving Payroll from Finance to HR which 
would result in increased staffing and FTEs. 

OUTCOME: 

If Council decides to reduce the size of the HR Division, these services would have to be taken on by 
another Division in the City.  This would not reduce the overall staffing level or FTE count of the 
Corporation.  The City of Vernon HR team works closely to coordinate the services it provides.  These 
employee services which include Health and Safety, Benefits management, payroll, recruitment, 
compensation and job evaluation and labour relations are intrinsically linked to provide a coordinated 
and efficient service.   

The Human Resources Division spends most of its time managing labour and employment related 
issues such as harassment complaints, performance issues, termination, duty to accommodate 
requests, interpersonal conflicts, and ensuring compliance with the terms of the union contracts.   It is 
our goal to respond to situations early before they become formalized in the form of law suits, 
grievances, WorkSafe BC claims, or human rights complaints.   Reducing the size of the Human 
Resources Division will reduce this group’s ability to address items when they are small and will place a 
greater reliance on legal council to resolve issues.  

RECOMMENDATION: 

That Council directs Administration to maintain the current staffing level in the HR Division. 
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TOPIC: 

Opportunity 9.4:   Consider developing an integrated HR strategy and prioritize HR programs to 
address Council objectives.  

ISSUE 

The KPMG report states that there is no HR strategy that brings our programs together and that is 
aligned with the City’s strategic direction. It should be noted that under past Councils' there has not 
been a detailed, global City strategy endorsed by Council.  Despite this, the Human Resources Division 
has met annually to develop strategic goals, with deliverables.  More importantly, under this current 
Council, a Corporate Strategic Plan has been developed, that includes goals and deliverables for the 
Human Resources Division.   There are seven main deliverables identified, and the HR department is 
well on its way to meeting these goals.  It appears that KPMG may not have been aware of these facts, 
and they did not meet with the HR Division for information on this issue.   

OUTCOME: 

Councils’ Strategic Plan details seven (7)  specific deliverables for the Human Resources Division:  

1.  Promote Health and Safe work Practices, adherence with WorkSafe BC (ongoing):   

Significant resources are committed to training our staff to ensure they have the tools and knowledge to 
perform their duties in a safe manner.  The HR Department at the City of Vernon has implemented 
many formal programs to ensure staff follow best practices i.e. Confined Space Entry; Excavation 
program.  As a result of our commitment to safety, the City of Vernon recently received a Certificate of 
Recognition for our Health and Safety practices.  As a result of being awarded this Certificate, the City 
of Vernon will receive approximately $100,000 over three years.  The City of Vernon is the only 
municipality out of the 5 comparator municipalities that has received this Certificate of Recognition 
Award. 

2. Benefit review: 

The City of Vernon has just finalized an extensive benefit review.   We will be moving to a new benefits 
provider June 2013.  As a result of this benefits review, the Corporation will save approximately 
$167,000 over the next 2 ½ years.  

3.  Comprehensive training/development program:  

In addition to our continued commitment to safety training, we are focusing our training effort on 
supporting our management and supervisory group. The program we have implemented this year is 
comprised of six sessions that are offered approximately once a month over the lunch period.  The 
program addresses these key topics:  communication, performance management, dealing with conflict, 
change management. To date we have received excellent feedback from participants on this program. 

4.  Review remuneration policy for exempt personnel to include private-sector comparables:  

In March 2013, a consultant with Tim Dillon and Associates came to Council to discuss the exempt 
compensation model. This consultant will return May 23, 2013 to deliver the results of her research as 
directed by council. 
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5.  Conclude collective agreement negotiations/extensions by MOU (target 2012 CUPE, 2013 IAFF)  

The Memorandums of Agreement have been signed and discussions on outstanding matters are 
continuing. Other matters that involve collective agreement interpretation are ongoing through labour-
management meetings.   

6.  Develop and implement recruitment and retention strategies to support evolving workplace and 
employment market.  

HR follows industry standards for the best practices in recruiting. Part of an effective recruitment 
strategy includes a thorough formal job analysis and evaluation process. We have a job evaluation 
processes for both CUPE and exempt staff. Each committee reviews requested job description 
amendments and assists in evaluation of the position and how it fits within the structure of the City of 
Vernon.  We are currently working on the Job Evaluation process with Recreation Services (opportunity 
#152). 

In 2012, the City of Vernon had the second highest recruitment activity of our 5 comparators.  We 
reviewed over 2000 applications and filled 107 positions in 2012. 

7. Review retirement status of employees, and prepare succession plans for key positions.  

Approximately 40% of the City of Vernon's workforce is eligible to retire over the next five years. A 
formalized, coordinated succession plan will assist the Corporation in ensuring these positions are filled 
with qualified staff that have the potential to take on higher-level positions. 

Other comments raised in the KPMG report: 

9.5 Consider reviewing how FTE are calculated, and consider reporting in a consistent and generally 
accepted way for both internal and external communications.   

The Human Resources Division and the Finance Division at the City of Vernon are in agreement with 
how FTE numbers should be calculated and that is to include overtime hours.   There are many ways of 
reporting on the number of staff in the Corporation, for example, the City of Vernon has 320 FTE’s 
however, we have 505 employees that were issued T4’s last year.  When it comes to human 
Resources services i.e. hiring, payroll, benefits, employee relations, discipline, we provide these 
services to all 505 employees.   Industry standard for HR specific resources are 1 HR advisor per 100 
employees, we currently have 3 advisors. Further, during the verbal presentation of the final draft report 
to Council, at its regular meeting of April 22, KPMG advised Council that the Corporation retain the FTE 
reporting practice as more thorough and accurate than the norm.  

Employee satisfaction surveys 

The KPMG report indicates that there are no employee satisfaction surveys conducted to monitor 
employee engagement and address concerns.  Engagement surveys are often expensive ways to 
gather employee feedback.  Additionally, unless the organization is willing to follow up on the data 
gathered by the surveys and implement the suggestions, which can often be costly, these surveys have 
little practical value.  The City of Vernon has conducted employee surveys in 2002, 2004 and 2005. 
These surveys cost over $42,000, and it is Management's understanding that a number of the items 
raised in the survey were not acted upon. Many of our comparator municipalities have not used 
engagement surveys in last number of years.  
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One of the current methods the City of Vernon uses to monitor employee engagement and address 
concerns is through "pulse checks".  These pulse checks involve one-on-one meetings with individuals 
in a department.  These meetings address specific concerns and gather information. Once these 
meetings are complete, a draft summary report is written and the information is reviewed with the 
manager.  Then steps are taken to address specific issues, and follow-up meetings with staff are held 
where appropriate, to complete the feedback loop. We believe this approach is far more effective than 
general employee engagement surveys as these one-on-one meetings provide us an avenue to gain 
more detailed insight as to where the employees may have concerns and allow HR and the manager to 
come up with an effective, specific plan to address those concerns were necessary.  Additionally, there 
is less cost associated with these pulse check sessions. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Council direct Administration to meet the Deliverables as outlined in Council’s Strategic Plan. 
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POSITION PAPER 

REVIEW OF 'MUNICIPAL STAFFING - RCMP' 
9. Organization and Structure 9.2 Civilian Support to RCMP 

 

 

TOPIC: 

Consider initiating discussion to reduce the number of civilian staff supporting the Detachment 
paid for by the City of Vernon 

ISSUE: 

It is recognized that a significant increase to the RCMP Municipal Employee structure occurred 
in 2008 and 2009 as identified in the staffing spreadsheet.  This is also the same time period in 
which the Detachment became an "integrated" Regional Detachment. 

As indicated in the KPMG report, the ratio of RCMP members to Municipal Employees was 1.72 
(29 ME) based on authorized strength.  This is higher then the communities compared to.  

It is suggested that a comprehensive review of the distribution of resources between City of 
Vernon and other partners to the "Integrated" service be undertaken.  With the move to a 
Regional Detachment there may be an imbalance with the ratio of support staff, in relation to the 
cost sharing with Municipal partners, in particular between the support provided by Vernon and 
Coldstream, compared to the Provincial support provided in the form of Public Servants.  Many 
new positions were implemented in 2008 and 2009 which coincided with the implementation of 
PRIME. There were no additional resources provided by the Province.  The OIC has dealt with 
the increased workload by redistribution of tasks to ensure the rural Public Servants were 
contributing equally to the overall integrated detachment functions.  This action has assisted, 
but a full analysis to determine if the allocation is fair and equitable is appropriate.  

It is proposed that an Internal Committee be formed to complete a full analysis of the ratio of 
Municipal support staff for the integrated detachment.   

OUTCOME: 

That the Municipal Employee compliment at the Vernon RCMP Regional Detachment will be 
allocated to the Vernon, Coldstream and the Provincial Units in a fair and equitable manner. 

TIMEFRAME: 

A full analysis of the Municipal Employee compliment will take 3 to 6 months.  
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RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Council directs Administration to proceed with the implementation of an Internal 
Committee who will complete a thorough review of the Municipal Employee compliment within 
the Vernon RCMP Integrated detachment to ensure that the allocation of funding is fair and 
equitable to the City of Vernon, the District of Coldstream and the Provincial Units. 

ALTERNATIVE RECOMMENDATION: 

1. THAT Council directs Administration to contract an appropriate professional consultant 
to complete a thorough review the Vernon RCMP Integrated Detachment Municipal 
Support Staff compliment to ensure that the allocation of funding is fair and equitable to 
the City of Vernon, the District of Coldstream and the Provincial Units. 
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POSITION PAPER 

REVIEW OF 'BYLAW ENFORCEMENT 

TOPIC: 

9. Organization and Structure 9.6  Bylaw Enforcement Staffing - Consider recognizing the much 
high level of bylaw enforcement staffing in the City, assess the level of service provided through 
bylaw enforcement and determine whether or not to continue with the current service levels. 

Opportunity 51 - Reduce Bylaw Staffing - Would reduce level of enforcement and security 
activities.  Fine revenue covers about 25% of salary costs. 

Ref 13.28, Opportunity 22 - Outsource bylaw enforcement staffing - Integration of wide range of 
tasks within Bylaw services would make outsourcing more difficult.  Commissionaires as contracting 
agent getting more expensive.  Contract services may not be a flexible in terms of the range of 
duties and hours. 

ISSUE: 

As outlined in the KPMG Core Review, Bylaw Department staffing indicates a modest increase 
since 2007 when Council approved 6 positions to increase the profile of the bylaw division to 
address behavioral issues occurring in public areas and respond to bylaw offences occurring in the 
evening hours.  Staffing increase in coverage allowed response to complaints and patrols of Parks, 
public places and facilities to 18 hours per day, seven days a week.  Agreements for RCMP radio 
use and access to dispatch services allows for officer safety and assistance to the RCMP. 

The City of Vernon Bylaw Department  is responsible for all parking systems in the downtown core 
as well as all bylaw related enforcement and ticketing infractions.  This Unit provides further 
assistance to the community and city services in the following manner: 

Vernon Fire and Rescue Services 
Responsibility for responding to complaints of small fires or burning was transferred to the 
Bylaw Division in April 2008, shortly after Vernon Fire started providing paramedic/first 
responder services.   This was a decision made by the CAO of the time in order to ensure Fire 
Department staff are available to respond to more critical emergency situations, and that less 
costly staff could deal with lower priority calls.   Previous responses by Fire Department staff to 
these issues may have required a more substantial staffing response and higher cost 
equipment being used. 

Bylaw amendments to the Fire Protection Bylaw and Good Neighbour bylaw were completed to 
allow the transfer of responsibility for enforcement of minor burning/campfire/nuisance smoke 
regulations to the Bylaw Division.   In addition, Fire Inspection Officers/Deputy Fire Chiefs 
frequently seek Bylaw Officer assistance when dealing with difficult or dangerous clientele.  
Bylaw Officers may also be used for traffic control at fire scenes, or to control access to an 
unsafe site, etc… until other resources may be brought into play.   Recent examples of this 
would be last summer’s grass fire near the Rise and the Capri Garden Apartment fire this 
spring.   In 2012, Bylaw Officers responded to 82 calls for service related to Fire Services. 
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RCMP 
Bylaw Officers directly assist the RCMP by providing enforcement assistance, and are 
requested to be additional eyes and ears on the street during an emergency.   

Upon request by the RCMP, staff respond to the scene of traffic accidents to provide traffic 
control, assist with perimeter control at accident scenes, serious crime incidents, fire scenes, or 
where a patrolling response is requested in order to locate individuals involved in a crime.  In 
addition, Bylaw Officers have been used to assist in securing a location from looting, or from 
contamination by ensuring entry to an area is restricted.   A Bylaw Officer response ensures 
that RCMP members are available for higher priority calls, that there are no shortfalls in 
response due to limited RCMP availability, and allows RCMP members to leave a scene in 
order to assist in other areas of the community or respond to other calls for service.   A Bylaw 
Officer response is less costly than an RCMP response.  Previous RCMP responses to these 
issues required priority calls to be delayed, members to be called in from other communities, or 
members/contractors to be called in at overtime rates.  Without Bylaw Officer assistance to 
these minor duties, response times by RCMP will be affected negatively.  In 2012, Bylaw 
Officers responded to 234 requests for service generated through RCMP resources. 

Safety and Security 
Included in this category is enforcement of the City’s Parks and Public Places bylaw which, 
along with other bylaw regulation, controls behavior of individuals while in public areas.   This 
allows Bylaw Officers to deal with panhandling, alcohol and drug concerns, vandalism, graffiti, 
and other quasi criminal behavior in all public areas inclusive of Parks, trails, lake accesses, 
City facilities, and the public areas within the Downtown core.  In addition to providing a 
uniformed presence assisting in reducing criminal behavior and in ensuring that the public feels 
safe in these areas, the Department works through partnerships with social agencies and the 
RCMP, to allow opportunities for encouraging behavioral change to occur and to provide a 
higher level of assistance to the less fortunate in the community.  It will be important to 
maintain some form of enforcement/security program as the City takes over regional parks in 
our jurisdiction.  It would be difficult for a contractor to provide the same level of service given 
the ability for direct hire Bylaw Enforcement staff to hold Peace Officer status through the 
Police Act statutes, nor would the same level of cooperation and coordination continue to exist 
between the RCMP and a contractor.   In 2012, Bylaw Officers responded to 193 complaint or 
patrol generated files from City run Parks and Public Places.  With the Downtown core area 
being a primary area of concern due to the commercial interests that can be affected there, it is 
of interest that there were 400 non-traffic files related to the traditional DVA BIA areas.   

Regional Parks 
In 2008 the City approved entering into an agreement for enforcement/security in the Regional 
Parks system.  As Bylaw Officers already provided service to City parks and lake accesses, it 
made sense to also provide safety and security services to the Regional Parks as citizens and 
Council were requesting service to these areas (Polson Park, Cenotaph Park, Kin Beach, 
Paddlewheel Park), and as staff were driving past these Parks each day to respond to other 
areas.  In addition, there were problems with private security performing these duties, and 
obtaining compliance from Park users.    

Vernon taxpayers appreciate the consistency of enforcement and patrol provision that the 
Regional agreement provides as it minimizes confusion between Vernon and Regional parks 
enforcement; in addition, the service levels provided by contractor, and the response from the 
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public to Bylaw Enforcement Peace Officers, created a more inviting atmosphere for most 
users.  RDNO funds the services provided, many of which are to Parks situated within the 
Vernon jurisdiction.  This allows for a seasonal increase in staffing in order to provide this 
added service.   Core services are provided from April 1 to October 31, but may be augmented 
through service agreements and added costs to RDNO at any time of the year that issues 
occur.  Staff respond to calls for service, and conduct patrolling functions in many of the 
significant parks.  In addition, staff close parks by securing gates and washrooms, and clearing 
the public from parks after dusk when Regional and City parks are closed to the public.  The 
Regional Parks Enforcement agreement has been extended to 2014, at which time the 
changes to Parks governance will take effect.  In 2012, Bylaw Officers responded to 146 
complaint or patrol generated files. 

Public Works/Engineering 
Bylaw Officers assist Public Works/Engineering by responding to calls for service regarding 
vehicles stored on City streets, allowing maintenance tasks such as snow plowing or street 
sweeping to occur.   In addition, Bylaw Officers will attend to investigate, assist and enforce 
engineering and public works requirements with regards to complaints of damage occurring to 
City streets or rights of ways due to adjacent property owner’s actions due to soil removal or 
deposition concerns where the potential exists for significant impact to adjacent property 
owners.   Bylaw Division response and assistance ensures that the general public does not end 
up responsible for costs associated with an individual property owner’s actions, that street 
facilities are available for public use, and further damage to right of way or property does not 
occur or an unsafe condition be left unattended.   

Building and Inspections/Planning 
Bylaw Officers conduct all enforcement of the City’s Business Licence Bylaw and along with 
the Business License Counter Clerk ensures that the approximate 3200 Business Licences 
issued are renewed each year.  They also assist in ensuring City or Provincial business 
regulations are met, and that revenues to the City are maintained through payment of fees.  In 
addition, they assist in administering the home based business regulations, and other Zoning 
bylaw related regulations, ensuring reduced conflict between neighbours over commercial 
operations from residential areas.  In 2012, 123 files related to Business Licence enforcement 
were created.   A further 176 files related to the Planning function were created. 

The comparison to other municipalities shows that Bylaw Staffing is substantially higher, however it 
is recognized that the City's Bylaws department has been tasked by Council to provide a high level 
of responsibility, duties, and level of service provided to the public, RCMP and internal 
Departments.  Community consultation process conducted during the Core Services Review did 
identify support for the high level of services. 

City Pop. 
(Census 
Canada) Bylaw Staff 

Benefit/Cost 
($ Thousands)  

Hrs Operation 

Penticton  
(does not include dog control) 36,902 4 $140  

8:30 - 4:30 Monday 
to Friday 

Kelowna  
(does not include dog control, 
does not include Parking) 141,767 18 ($1,165) 

6:00am to 1:00 am 
Monday to Sunday 
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City Pop. 
(Census 
Canada) Bylaw Staff 

Benefit/Cost 
($ Thousands)  

Hrs Operation 

Kamloops  
(includes Dog Control, includes 
Parking) 73,472 23.6 ($1,330) 

6:00am to 1:00 am 
Monday to Sunday 

Vernon 
 (does not include Dog Control, 
but services provided in Parks) - 
(Staffing includes Seasonal 
Enforcement funded by RDNO) 

44,600 11.37 $519  

7:00 am to 
Midnight Monday 
to Sunday 

 

The Director of Corporate Services provided Council with a report on a strategy plan for the Bylaw 
Enforcement Division, which Council received at its meeting of March 25, 2013.  This report 
outlined many initiatives including a Traffic Enforcement Policy, Warning Tickets, Compliance 
based Enforcement, Proactive Education, Communications, Training, Implementation of 
Ambassadors, review of Hiring practices, and training of future and existing staff. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Council directs  Administration to proceed with the implementation of the strategy's for the 
Bylaw Enforcement Division as provided in the report of the Director of Corporate Services at the 
meeting of March 25, 2013. 

ALTERNATIVE RECOMMENDATION: 

1. THAT Council directs Administration to investigate reducing the following services of the 
Bylaw Division (to be cited by Council), and bring forward an additional report identifying 
all the outcomes of this directive. 
 

2. THAT Council directs Administration to contact an appropriate professional consultant to 
determine the scope of work required to complete a thorough review of the Bylaw 
Enforcement Department which would include a review of the value to the taxpayer of 
services provided; consideration and impact of reducing the level of service, identifying the 
financial implications,  including reduction of hours and days of service; consideration of 
'outsourcing' functions within the Division which would include a cost analysis to identify if 
there are long term savings and implications to the services being provided; 

AND FURTHER, THAT Administration bring forward this information to Council on the 
proposed cost of a consultant review for the Bylaw Division to be included in the 2014 
Operating Budget review. 
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POSITION PAPER 

FINANCE DIVISIION 
GRANTS 

 
TOPIC 
 
Grants 
 
ISSUE: 
 
The City supports community based, non-profit organizations or registered societies, by providing grants, 
where the organization is within the City or which is provided in another municipality and is used by Vernon 
residents.  
 
The KPMG report notes that a total of $282,000 in grant payments were made in 2012. The City has the 
second lowest level of grant support in dollars among the comparison group. The City was also the lowest per 
capita for grants among the same comparison group.  
 
The KPMG report highlights the O'Keefe Ranch. The specifics of the O'Keefe Ranch are not straight forward. 
In essence, the City is owner of an asset outside of our borders. The O'Keefe Ranch is operated by a society 
with limited options to raise operating funds sufficient enough to keep the community asset in operation, 
without a direct subsidy from some level of government or a private benefactor. The City has an agreement to 
provide $10,000 annually . The O'Keefe Ranch  currently depends on an annual grant of $150,000. 
 
As noted in the report, the direct City funding of grant programs was reduced by $42,000. What is not reflected 
is the value of grant programs levied against our tax payers and given as grants by the Regional District of 
North Okanagan. Those grants and support total $945,740 (2013) of which approximately 68.45% ($ 647,359)  
is supported by Vernon ratepayers. Specifically, these programs are funded through recreation and culture and 
directed to local art galleries and organizations, the Museum, the Boys and Girls Club and the Caetani House. 
 
Caetani Cultural Centre is a bequeathed asset to the City and is not currently funded by the City of Vernon. It is 
currently funded under the Parks Recreation and Culture service and the Regional District of the North 
Okanagan. The asset currently receives a dividend from the Estate of Sveva Caetani in years where the estate 
has sufficient earnings to disperse. The building has been poorly maintained and has a number of significant 
issues which may require significant funds to rectify. 
 
OUTCOME: 
 
Some grant funded organizations contribute directly to the welfare of our citizens, while others contribute to the 
overall ambience and tone of the community. If grant programs are deemed to be desirable, they should offer 
constant, stable programs and well established policy based decisions. As these are tax payer funded grant 
programs, leverage with other grant programs should be explored. A coordinated program may adversely 
impact Council's discretion in some grant awards. 
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TIMELINE: 
 
Long term direction concerning funding for the O'Keefe Ranch would reduce the ongoing efforts of the O'Keefe 
Ranch Board and City staff in revisiting the same issues bi-annually through task forces and Council 
presentations.  
 
A revised grant policy is currently in place. Exploration of coordination and leverage opportunities with other 
programs would take a number of months to complete. A coordinated program would likely not be in position 
until 2014.  
 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
1. THAT Council direct staff to work towards development of a coordinated and comprehensive grant program 

with other funding partners.  
 

Or alternatively, THAT Council  reaffirm the existing Council Discretionary Grant Program in amount and 
policy.  

 
2. THAT Council phase out funding to O'Keefe Ranch over three years 
 

2013 $150,000 
2014 $100,000 
2015 $  50,000 
2016 $  10,000 

 
Returning  to the contract value of $10,000 as specified in the agreement with O'Keefe Ranch Historical 
Society 
 
OR alternatively that Council maintain funding for O'Keefe Ranch  at current levels for 2014.  
 

3. Should the Caetani Cultural Centre revert to a city service, Council should direct Administration to complete 
a legal analysis of the obligations and options available under the terms of the will. 
And Further, that Council direct Administration to conduct a physical property condition report, and develop 
an income versus cost review and bring forward a recommendation for Council consideration by mid 2014, 
for inclusion in the 2015 Financial Plan. 
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Vernon share  

     
of Nord 

  
2013 

  
 Requisition 

Museum  
 

Budget 
  

68.45% 
01-2-623-512 IS OVERHEAD 41,601  

   
01-2-623-610 

MUSEUM: UTILITIES & 
INSURANCE 29,300  

   
01-2-623-614 

MUSEUM: BUILDING 
MAINTENANCE 14,525  

   01-2-623-699 MUSEUM: OPERATING GRANT 184,235    
  

   
269,661  

 
 $        184,583  

Art Gallery 
     01-2-624-610 UTILITIES & INSURANCE 6,200  

   01-2-624-614 BUILDING MAINTENANCE 64,700  
   01-2-624-699 OPERATING GRANT 177,625    

  
   

248,525  
 

 $        170,115  
Gallery Vertigo 

     01-2-624-701 VERTIGO GRANT 15,000    
  

   
15,000  

 
 $          10,268  

Arts Council 
     01-2-625-610 UTILITIES & INSURANCE 39,923  

   01-2-625-699 OPERATING GRANT 95,000    
  

   
134,923  

 
 $          92,355  

Boys and Girls Club 
     01-2-626-609 JANITORIAL 16,605  

   01-2-626-610 UTILITIES & INSURANCE 19,241  
   01-2-626-612 MATERIALS 1,660  
   01-2-626-614 BUILDING MAINTENANCE 29,261  
   01-2-626-699 OPERATING GRANT 148,364  
   01-2-626-703 PROJECT GRANTS 30,000    

  
   

245,131  
 

 $        167,792  
Science Centre 

     01-2-627-699 OK SCIENCE CENTRE GRANT 32,500    
  

   
32,500  

 
 $          22,246  

     
  

   
 $ 945,740  

 
 $        647,359  
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POSITION PAPER 

FINANCE DIVISION 
PERMISSIVE TAX EXEMPTIONS 

 

TOPIC 

Permissive Tax Exemptions 

ISSUE: 

The core review undertaken by KPMG surveyed our benchmark communities and identified that 
the City of Vernon issued the greatest number of permissive tax exemptions in 2011 and had 
the second highest value of exemptions as a percentage of tax revenue after Penticton. 

ANALYSIS: 

Vernon, like all BC Communities, may grant permissive tax exemptions to qualified community 
groups.  

Statutory exemptions are defined under section 220 of the Community Charter. Under that 
section (220 (I) (H)) houses of worship are granted an exemption for the building used for public 
workshop and the land on which the building stands.  

Permissive tax exemptions may be granted by Council under the authority granted under 
section 224 of the Community Charter.  

Vernon's permissive tax exemption policy provides an additional benefit to houses of worship 
who receive a permissive exemption on additional land up to seven times the footprint of the 
statutory exemption.  Vernon has previously reported the permissive and statutory exemptions 
combined in its public reporting obligations for permissive tax exemptions.  

According to the 2012 estimates of taxes exempted, Vernon has allocated its permissive 
exemption program as follows: 

 Modified 
Presentation 

Excluding 
Statutory 

Exemptions 

Historic 
Presentation 

Including 
Statutory 

Exemptions 
Churches 38,028.23 155,684.06 
Educational  103,626.07 103,626.07 
Social Services  249,798.61 249,798.61 
Cultural  9,939.35 9,939.35 
Recreational 13,866.52 13,866.52 
Mixed  57,386.22 57,386.22 
New  4,502.06 4,502.06 
Total $478,487.52 $596,143.35 
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The amounts presented in the 'modified presentation', approximate only the permissive 
exemptions for church properties.  This represents a different presentation to prior year 
reporting, as illustrated in the historic presentation table above.. The issue of permissive tax 
exemptions were discussed in the review of fee adjustments as part of the 2014 Financial Plan. 
Proposed at that time was a 10% cut to the value of the permissive exemption program.  

In the context of the budget discussions, savings in the range of 10% would have an increased 
revenue by approximately $59,600. In view of the revised presentation (excluding statutory 
exemptions) a revenue increase of 12.5% would add the same incremental revenue.  

The City currently launches a new tax exemption bylaw process each year requiring each and 
every benefitting party to submit a complete application.  

OUTCOME 

Clear concise  policy direction will allow benefitting organizations to structure their affairs for 
changes to their property tax exemption. Greater certainty and reduced paperwork would benefit 
all individuals involved in the application and review process.   

TIMEFRAME 

Permissive tax exemptions must be passed by Council by October 31 for the following tax 
year(s). 

RECOMMENDATION 

 THAT Council direct staff to prepare the 2014 tax exemption bylaw to contain an exemption at 
87.5% of the prior year's rate, with no new exemption requests being considered until 2014 for 
fiscal year 2015.   

And further, THAT Council direct staff to include in the policy paper consideration of a ten year 
permissive tax exemption, the maximum allowable under the Community Charter, for qualified 
applicants.   

And further THAT Council direct staff to prepare a policy paper to clarify Council's priorities and 
consideration of a fixed target for permissive tax exemptions for 2014 of $410,000. 
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POSITION PAPER 
REVIEW OF 'COMMITTEES OF COUNCIL' 

11.2  Opportunity ID #63 
TOPIC: 

Reduce 17 Advisory Committees of Council by consolidating mandates, eliminating overlaps  

ISSUE: 

City of Vernon scored high on the number of committees compared to the benchmark communities.  
Presently there are 15 Committees (1 Statutory, 2 Standing and 12 Select) as the Communities in 
Bloom was disbanded and the Athletic Commission was placed in abeyance.  As a comparison, the 
City of Kelowna has 9 Committees (2 Statutory, 1 Standing, 6 Select)  

The Committee Clerk position is funded 50% from Council budget to cover the committees and 50% 
from Legislative Services as support personnel.  The present allocation of this function is currently 
100% to Council.  As well, the EA to the Director of Corporate Services maintains 1 committee.   Most 
Committees are attended by 3 to 5 staff members, 1 or 2 council members, and 5 to 12 members of the 
public.  Overall there are over 100 volunteers being coordinated for these committees.    

As identified in KPMG's Draft Final Report, many of the committees have similar mandates and related 
interests. On several occasions we have had more than one committee discussing the same item, and 
have had committees referring items to other communities as roles within the Terms of Reference 
overlap. Some committees are involved in Operational decisions which should be resolved at the 
Administration level.   There may also be an opportunity to consolidate some of these groups through a 
detailed review of their Terms of Reference. This exercise would identify any overlaps,  redundancies 
and in-efficiencies as well as bring clarity to the role and function of the Committees as well as 
recognizing those that have a legislative mandate. Administration does review all recommendations 
from Committees and provides Council with a recommendation.  Council would be provided a 
opportunity to consider establishing a core group of Committees that would meet their strategic plan 
objectives and provide efficiencies in directing the select groups through policy changes and referrals 
from Council.   

 As well, Council, as required, always has the opportunity to appoint ad hoc committees (task force) to 
deal with particular subject matters as they arise.   In considering this option, formal Committees do not 
have to be developed and the group dissolves once the subject matter is completed. 

OUTCOME: 

Committees would have consistent, distinct, non-overlapping Terms of References.  Fewer Committees 
would reduce the impact on volunteers and may reduce overall Council and staff time commitment. 

TIMEFRAME: 

A detailed Committee structure and TOR review, including consultation, may take up to 1 year.  
Implementation to follow within the 2014 calendar for completion by the end of the year to avoid a mid 
year change in direction and to coincide with the municipal election and volunteer appointments. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Council direct Administration to commence a detailed review the various Terms of Reference for 
all Select and Standing Committees of Council and bring forward recommendations that will provide 
clarification of roles, opportunities for consolidation to reduce duplication or overlap, and possibly 
elimination of identified Committees. 
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POSITION PAPER 
ARENAS 

Opportunity ID #75, 76, 77 & 79 
TOPIC: 

Arena ice rental rates, closure of the Civic Arena and possible replacement. 

ISSUE: 

The Civic Arena was built in 1937 and opened its doors in January of 1938. Now almost 75 years old, 
the building and its structure are showing its age.  An engineer’s report in 2010 noted that by today’s 
building standards and codes the facility does not have sufficient snow loading capability in the roof and 
that seismically the building is not adequate.   

The report also noted the ongoing issues with the heaving of the concrete slab and the increase in 
vertical cracks in the exterior walls.  The report suggested that without some major expenditures to 
reinforce the exterior structure and the roof that the building could expect to have an additional lifespan 
of 5 years or 2015.  The report stated that with the additional reinforcement the facility could see an 
increase in lifespan of up to 10 years or 2020.  An additional engineers report will be conducted this 
summer and will supply updated information.   

A ongoing concern is the heaving of the concrete slab and the condition of the brine cooling system.  A 
recent leak in the fall of 2011 revealed that the piping was severely corroded and the walls of the pipe 
very thin.  With the heaving of the slab as much as 6” in some locations there is a very real potential for 
the piping to break under the rink surface during an ice season.   

The Civic Arena has approximately 1600 hours of ice usage during the fall and winter; mostly by Minor 
Hockey.  The facility is only open and staffed when demand dictates.  Should the facility fail in some 
capacity during an ice season, we could potentially accommodate up to 60% of the hours by 
dramatically rescheduling both the Priest Valley and Kal Tire Place.  In addition to the disruption of 
current scheduled users, 40% of ice times would not be accommodated including some Minor Hockey 
and adult tournaments held on the weekends which generate economic spinoffs for the community.  
Armstrong and Lumby have indicated that they do not have the capacity to accommodate the majority 
of potentially displaced users. 

Additionally, ice rental rates have increased to a level that is higher than those of neighbouring 
communities.  In some cases the difference in rates is significant enough that users are traveling out of 
town for ice times leaving ice available in Vernon sitting empty.   

OUTCOME: 

With the current condition of the Civic Arena, it is believed that no major dollars should be expended on 
the facility and that plans be developed to phase out the Civic and replace the sheet of ice with a new 
400 seat facility before a service disruption occurs.  Although population and school enrollment 
estimates do not indicate growth in the market for some time, the fact that an estimated 40% of current 
ice users and tournaments using the Civic would be displaced reinforces the need to replace the sheet 
of ice. 
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Kal Tire Place was built and designed to be twinned on its west side.  By twinning an existing facility 
many operational efficiencies are created and there would be significant cost savings in comparison to 
the operation of two separate arenas.  Using the current revenue generated at the Civic Arena and 
estimated operational costs for a new, energy efficient facility attached to an existing arena, the facility 
could operate at break even and essentially eliminate the existing $160,000 deficit to operate the Civic. 
Additionally, the facility would become more attractive for the hosting of tournaments and large dry floor 
events. 

Twinning Kal Tire Place to the west would be the ideal solution to replacing the Civic Arena; however 
the ongoing issue of Kin Park remains a stumbling block.  Due to the Kin Park issue, other alternatives 
including twinning Kal Tire Place to the north and twinning the Priest Valley Arena are being pursued.  
The Regional District has budgeted to have a mechanical audit and feasibility study done at the Priest 
Valley to determine whether a second sheet of ice could be added on the property. With the cost for 
site works and amenities of a facility so varied, it is roughly estimated that a new facility could cost 
anywhere between $5,000,000 and $10,000,000. A similar facility in Smithers has recently been quoted 
at $6,800,000. 

TIMEFRAME: 

For ice rental rates, a final review and report can be prepared in time for the deliberation of the manual 
of fees and charges this summer. New ice rental rates could be in place for the 2013/2014 season, 
however, at this time the setting of fees is the responsibility of the Regional District. If Vernon takes on 
the management and operation of recreation the new rates if approved, could be in place for the 
2014/2015 season. 

An updated engineer’s report on the condition of the Civic Arena and a feasibility study on the option of 
twinning the Priest Valley Arena will be done this summer.  A clearer picture of the condition of the Civic 
will be available as will the possible alternative option of twinning the Priest Valley by September of 
2013.   

All factors will be thoroughly analyzed and presented to City Council and/or the Regional District for 
review.  It is estimated that it will take 24 months from the time of making a decision on the location of a 
new facility to opening day.  If for example a decision was made in the summer of 2014, a referendum 
could be included with the 2014 election and the facility could potentially be opened for the fall ice 
season of 2016.  The Civic would then be decommissioned and demolished. 

As the ongoing issue with Kin Park is in limbo there is no real timeframe available for the possible 
twinning of Kal Tire Place. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Council direct Administration to review ice rental rates and if warranted, recommend to the 
Regional District to reduce rates in certain categories for the 2013/2014 season in order to stay 
competitive and retain market share and maximize the use of our available ice and allow our citizens to 
afford to play locally.  

THAT Council direct Administration to pursue preliminary plans to twin either Kal Tire Place or the 
Priest Valley Arena, whichever is deemed to be more feasible, with the goal of phasing out and 
decommissioning the Civic Arena and adding a second sheet of ice at one of the facilities in the future 
before a structural or mechanical failure occurs at the Civic Arena. 
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POSITION PAPER 

VISION AND DIRECTION OF FINANCIAL INITIATIVES 
APRIL 2013 

 

TOPIC 

Review the vision and direction of financial initiatives. 

ISSUE: 

The Finance and Purchasing Division have undergone significant changes and development 
since 2006. The over arching vision of this Division has been to systematically review processes 
and structure for available efficiency improvements and to pursue the goal of continual 
improvement. 

To this end we have completed the following noteworthy initiatives towards the stated 
vision and direction: 

• automated integration of financial data between Tempest and Vadim systems 
• integration of financial data between Questica and Vadim 
• rewritten the purchasing policy and implementation of standing purchase agreements 
• revision of the employee travel policies - Feb 2010 
• revision to Purchase Card Policy - August 2009 
• acquisition and implementation of electronic requisitions and purchase orders and 

integration of inventory - Summer 2009 
• implementation of document scanning for electronic access to purchase information - 

January 2011 
• launch of the online customer portal ‘My City’ 
• launch of online services and credit card payment options for parking tickets, business 

licenses and tax certificates  
• partner with 'BC Online' for province wide availability of electronic tax certificates  
• implementation of Electronic Home Owner Grant ‘EHOG’ capability and processing 
• upgrades to the annual report to meet GFOA international standards - first award was 

received for 2009 
• upgrades to the Financial Plan package to met GFOA standards & improve decision 

making 
• RFP for, and conversion of audit services 
• acquisition and implementation of dedicated budget software - Questica 
• acquisition of year end audit preparation software - Caseware 
• efficiency restructure of the Finance Revenue Department - Jan 2011 
• restructure of the Purchasing Department - February 2009 
• 2010 initiative- inventory reduction, improve turns, increase activity, reduce obsolete, 

streamline processes, improve customer service 
• 2009 purchasing initiative - formally centralizing procurement services 
• chart of accounts redesign and implementation 
• RFP for, and conversion of banking services 
• revamp and streamlining of recoverable work orders, including a recoverable work order 

database 
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• auto debit program was launched for utility customers 
• RFP for  water meter contract 
• physically re-vamp inventory layout in warehouse to improve space utilization 

 
Current Initiatives underway: 

• implementation of Caseware to streamline year end procedures and lower audit costs 
• fire specified area elimination 
• budget package upgrades to international GFOA standards 
• fine tuning chart of accounts 
• conversion and elimination of manual processes to electronic systems 
• electronic payments to vendors 
• development of revised reserve policy and structure 
• conversion of manual tax and utility billings to electronic formats to reduce manual 

processing and costs 
• currently involved in the transit future plan and fare product review 
• development of a business plan to extend the potential of the current cemetery and 

enhance the cemetery care fund 
• RFP for property insurance 
• implementation of Tempest accounts receivable module 
• cemetery map online and available to public 

ANALYSIS 

Streamlining and pursuing efficiencies with all available resources have allowed us to provide 
improved and expanded financial and purchasing services to staff, Council, and our citizens. 
These initiatives have increased the transparency,  quality and content of financial and 
expenditure reporting. Financial Services staff continue to push the initiatives, subject to 
budgetary constraints of the City.  

RECOMMENDATION 

That Council reaffirm the initiatives and direction of the Financial Services Division.  
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POSITION PAPER 
PAST INITIATIVES OF THE OPERATIONS DIVISION 

 

TOPIC: 

Advise Council of the initiatives undertaken by the Operations Division within the last five years. 

ISSUE: 

The KPMG Core Service Review identified several opportunities to improve efficiencies and reduce 
operational costs within the City of Vernon.  While many of the opportunities noted in the report may 
provide some additional cost savings, Council should be aware of the initiatives already implemented 
by staff in the Operations Division.  There is a continual focus within the department to make 
improvements to the operation to gain efficiencies, reduce costs and provide a higher service level. 

Some initiatives undertaken by the Operations' Division within the last five years include: 

1. Energy Reduction: Lighting upgrades and other building improvements (including insulation 
and heating systems) completed to date have resulted in a projected reduction in hydro costs of 
approximately 10% or $95,000 annually.  Changes to systems at the VWRC have reduced the 
natural gas consumption by approximately 30% or $30,000 annually.  The energy audit recently 
completed identifies other projects for 2014 and future budget years.  

2. Fuel and Vehicle Efficiencies: Implementation of the AVL/GPS tracking program and a 
reduction in the number of City vehicles taken home by staff is indicating a $30,000 decrease in 
fuel consumption in the first three months of implementation.  Projected annual cost savings are 
estimated at $80,000 to $100,000.  

3. Management Staff Reorganization:  Elimination of the Airport Manager position in 2008 and 
replacing with a working supervisor has resulted in an annual cost savings of approximately 
$85,000.  Reduction of one management position in 2013 by combining duties of Water 
Manager and Utilities Operation Manager will result in an annual projected cost savings of  
$100,000 (including loading) 

4. On Call Reduction:  Elimination of Water On-call and reorganizing call out system in 2013 has 
resulted in a projected annual cost savings of approximately $35,000. 

5. Equipment Certification Program: Implemented in Public Works to improve efficiencies and 
operator safety and reduce liability 

6. City Works:  Implementation of City Works program has resulted in a more efficient complaint 
tracking system, improving response times and providing a higher level of customer service.  
Implementation of Preventative Maintenance programs for Water, VWRC, Building and Fleet 
has resulted in a proactive approach to maintenance resulting in improved efficiencies and cost 
savings. 

7. Reduction of Contract Services: Efficiencies gained in Fleet, Building Services, Public Works 
and Utilities by reducing contract services and bringing work in-house has resulted in a higher 
service level at a reduced cost. 

8. Route Optimization: Through the use of the GIS, snow clearing, sweeping, flushing and other 
maintenance has been improved by optimizing driver routes and service areas. 

9. Departmental Restructuring: Realignment of staffing and equipment recently completed will 
result in optimization of equipment, reduction in contract services and more opportunities for 
staff. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Council direct Operations to continue to review opportunities to improve efficiencies, reduce 
costs and increase service level.  
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 ~Approved 
Positions

• Full Time 
Persons 

 • PT/Casual 
Persons

*FTE ~Approved 
Positions

•Full Time 
Persons

• PT/Casual 
Persons

*FTE ~Approved 
Positions

• Full Time 
Persons

• PT/Casual 
Persons

*FTE ~Approved 
Positions

• Full Time 
Persons

• PT/Casual 
Persons

*FTE ~Approved 
Positions

• Full Time 
Persons

• PT/Casual 
Persons

*FTE ~Approved 
Positions

• Full Time 
Persons

• PT/Casual Persons *FTE
Approved 
Positions

2.0 4.0 3.9 4.0 4.0 4.6 4.0 4.0 6.5 3.0 6.0 2.0 6.2 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.5 2.5 1.0 3.0 2.1 2.5

3.0 5.0 5.1 3.0 9.0 6.2 4.0 7.0 5.9 9.0 5.0 6.0 7.2 9.0 6.0 6.0 8.8 8.3 6.0 5.0 8.2 8.3

7.0 17.0 12.5 7.0 17.0 13.0 7.0 13.0 12.5 10.6 7.0 11.0 12.3 10.6 7.0 16.0 12.9 10.6 8.0 14.0 12.9 10.6

11.0 27.0 19.2 11.0 36.0 23.9 21.0 26.0 30.6 30.3 23.0 22.0 33.3 30.3 23.0 20.0 31.6 30.8 21.0 24.0 31.4 29.4

4.0 0.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 5.2 3.0 9.0 6.1 6.0 2.0 9.0 5.8 6.0 5.0 5.0 7.0 6.0 5.0 5.0 6.8 5.0

7.0 2.0 7.5 5.0 8.0 7.4 5.0 4.0 6.9 7.3 5.0 3.0 7.2 7.3 6.0 4.0 7.7 7.9 6.0 4.0 7.9 7.9

2.0 2.0 6.1 4.0 10.0 6.0 3.0 9.0 6.2 6.1 4.0 4.0 6.0 6.1 5.0 2.0 6.3 6.0 5.0 3.0 6.4 6.0

9.0 18.0 14.7 12.0 12.0 16.5 11.0 14.0 17.0 15.9 14.0 9.0 16.2 15.4 10.0 17.0 18.0 16.4 10.0 17.0 17.9 16.4

8.0 8.0 13.4 11.0 7.0 14.9 13.0 13.0 18.9 18.9 13.0 14.0 20.5 20.0 17.0 7.0 19.3 19.1 14.0 14.0 18.4 18.1
Building Inspector on leave for six months 1.0 Temporary Full Time Planning 

Assistant eliminated; Building Inspector 
on leave for six months.

Two positions vacant half the year. One position vacant most of the year. 2.0 FTE added (Ed Dev Officer & TDM Coordinator) Included Engineering Secretary in this year's budget; 
transferred to Engineering in 2011.

1.0 FTE transferred from Corporate Services (Manager Tourism)

Revenue Supervisor Added; Grant Coordinator 
shifted from contractor to salary with Corp. Services; 
significant vacancies in key position and widespread 
staff turnover

Added 1 Administrative Assistant, Long term 
disability case affects Dept increase in tax time; 
seasonal help

Graduated return to work for LTD case Turnover & vacancy of Accounting Supervisor position Graduated return to work for 1 employee Return to Long Term Disability for two employees

HR Manager position vacant between Feb and June 
2007. Junior Payroll at 0.36 FTE; Part time assistants 
on a temporary basis and then the HR Coordinator 
was hired in June; ESS was part of HR(OH&S) .7 FTE

OH&Safety Coordinator Full time; ESS moved to 
Fire Rescue; Secretary 1-Safety and Emergency 
.48% FTE; JR Payroll at .63 FTE

Sec 1 to 0.39 FTE; Combined Payroll and Benefits to new position 
Payroll and Benefits Admin (no addt'l FTE); Payroll Clerk .63 FTE

Sec 1 - Safety - 0.48 FTE; Payroll Clerk 0.75 FTE Sec 1 - 0.47 FTE; Payroll Clerk to  .84 FTE (special project)

Approved position In 2007 was 7.5; Full time bodies 
was 7
P/T Casual was 2, temp secretary and RCMP split 
technician
FTE * was actually 7.5, as 1519 hours of the FTE was 
not full time, but an additional $0.50 added to their 
full time work, however timesheets count this 
additional hours separately.

Approved Positions was 6.5; Full Time bodies was 
5
Pt/Casual was 8 as a technician was was hired mid 
way, 2 system analysts were split between 
cov/rcmp, 2 secretaries were used over the year, 1 
technician left, 1 student hired.
FTE* was 7.5 as 429.2 hours of the FTE was not full 
time, but an additional $0.50 added to their full 
time work, however timesheets count this 
additional hours separately. GIS tech, was 
transferred to PDE

Approved Positions was 9.3; Full Time Bodies was 4
PT/Casual was 5, partial year for network technician, Secretary split 
with bylaw, System analyst split with RCMP, Web developer 
resigned and new one started that year.
FTE* was 6.9
GIS tech was transferred back to IS, along with a Cad Tech, we also 
hired a 0.8 secretary (the 0.2 went to Bylaw coverage) the gis and 
Cad tech do not show up as transferred on payroll sheets 

Approved positions  was 7.3; Full time bodies is 5
P/T casual is 4, Information tech started mid year, COV 
tech split with RCMP, Secretary is split with Bylaws.
FTE* was 7.2

Approved positions was 7.9; Full time bodies is 6
P/T casual is 4, IS tech partial year, replacement IS tech partial year, COV 
system analyst split with RCMP, Secretary split with Bylaws
FTE* is 7.7 as 1656 hours of the FTE was not full time, but an additional $0.50 
added to their full time work, however timesheets count this additional 
hours separately. Additional 0.6 FTE added due to FDM implementation

Approved positions was 7.9; Full time bodies is 6
P/T Casual is 4, Secretary temp brought in, IS tech 1 is part time, COV system 
analyst split with RCMP, Secretary 1 is part time with Bylaw
FTE* number is 7.9, 1513 hours of the FTE was not full time, but an additional 
$0.50 added to their full time work, however timesheets count this additional 
hours separately

2 positions created to provided contracted services to 
RDNO and the Member Municipalities - did not increase 
budget.

Variations in PT staff include coverage for the BE Clerk and may or may not be 
scheduled in any given year, so while we may have several  employees (supplied 
by HR through their Casual Relief pool)  used in one year, only 1, or perhaps none 
may be used in other years. 
4PT with year round ongoing schedules

4 new Sergeant positions, 4 watch clerks and 1 
records reviewer

1 Prime Coordinator, 1 Executive Assistant, 1 Receptionist, 1 P/T 
Court Liaison Officer, 1 P/T Switchboard Operator

Elimination of Manager of Protective Services - transferred to Director of 
Corporate Services

5 PT with year round ongoing schedules. Additional Funding approved to provide early 
morning coverage (coverage to begin at 7:00 am. 
from 8:30 am start).  Reorganization of duties 
within Division to accommodate change in 
operation.  1 PT staff moved to FT.  Large number 
of PT staff include 5 summer students and 1 BEO 
funded by RDNO Parks agreement.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
4 PT staff with year round ongoing schedules

Summer seasonal enforcement program modified due to concerns 
of use of summer students to augment BEO's.  Reduced number of 
summer students by 5, 1 added through Council approval of 
augmented Noxious Weed Enforcement.  3 PT BEO's now 
performing seasonal Parks enforcement funded by RDNO with 
modified work schedule and same funding.
4 PT staff with year round ongoing schedules

PT staff include a 5 person pool of unscheduled PT BEO's, 
who are used for seasonal enforcement, vacation, stat 
holiday, special events, or other coverage situations 
(maternity, paternity, bereavement, leave of absences) 
etc….     Many of these staff have other work and may not 
always be available to work a  single shift and so a pool of 
employees is required to provide coverage.
4 PT staff with year round ongoing schedules.

Variations in FTE through the full 7 year period are dependant on coverage 
provided for sick time, vacation time, stat holidays, overtime shifting, added 
event shifting and the seasonal parks enforcement program funded by 
RDNO.   In addition, depending on the year and where Labour day falls, or 
their start date, summer students may work a slightly longer or shorter 
season. 
Increase in PT staff due to 3 separate employees covering for BE Clerk due to 
scheduling conflicts.
4 PT staff with year round ongoing schedules

1.5 positions (Sec. 1/Rec. and Sec. 1) transferred 
from Human Resources

New position Records Coordinator (1) Additional 0.5 funding for Sec. 1/ Receptionist Transferred 0.5 (EA) from Administration; Transferred 2 (Real Estate Mgr.  
Communications) from Administration

City Clerk's Office 
(including Land & 
Communications)

Corporate Services

Bylaw Enforcement Corporate Services

Police (Civilian Staff) Corporate Services

Community Policing Office Corporate Services

Information Services Corporate Services

2013

General Administration 
(including Council)

Administration

Function

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Human Resources Human Resources

Finance & Purchasing Finance

Planning & Building 
Inspection (including 
Economic Development & 
Tourism)

Community 
Development



COV EMPLOYEE NUMBERS Page 2

 ~Approved 
Positions

• Full Time 
Persons 

 • PT/Casual 
Persons

*FTE ~Approved 
Positions

•Full Time 
Persons

• PT/Casual 
Persons

*FTE ~Approved 
Positions

• Full Time 
Persons

• PT/Casual 
Persons

*FTE ~Approved 
Positions

• Full Time 
Persons

• PT/Casual 
Persons

*FTE ~Approved 
Positions

• Full Time 
Persons

• PT/Casual 
Persons

*FTE ~Approved 
Positions

• Full Time 
Persons

• PT/Casual Persons *FTE
Approved 
Positions

2013

Function

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

24.0 33.0 29.5 28.0 35.0 33.1 31.0 35.0 35.8 34.4 32.0 38.0 37.7 36.4 32.0 33.0 39.9 36.5 35.0 33.0 40.6 36.5

7.0 11.0 12.3 7.0 15.0 13.3 8.0 9.0 12.3 11.9 11.0 4.0 12.6 12.9 13.0 6.0 15.2 14.0 14.0 6.0 14.4 15.0

2.0 3.0 2.8 2.0 3.0 3.1 2.0 5.0 3.1 4.0 2.0 6.0 3.3 4.0 2.0 3.0 3.4 4.0 2.0 5.0 3.1 4.0

4.0 4.0 8.6 9.0 4.0 11.1 9.0 8.0 11.7 12.5 10.0 7.0 13.3 12.5 9.0 6.0 13.0 12.5 10.0 6.0 13.1 12.5

12.0 6.0 15.3 11.0 4.0 14.2 13.0 5.0 16.1 26.5 21.0 3.0 23.6 26.3 22.0 7.0 25.5 26.9 24.0 2.0 26.6 26.9

17.0 9.0 21.3 17.0 7.0 21.8 18.0 9.0 21.6 24.0 21.0 3.0 22.9 24.0 19.0 11.0 25.8 23.8 21.0 7.0 26.1 23.8

1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.0 1.1 1.2 1.0 2.0 1.5 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.8 1.0 2.0 1.6 1.8

8.0 5.0 9.7 6.0 6.0 9.0 10.0 4.0 11.6 13.0 10.0 5.0 12.7 13.3 10.0 6.0 12.6 13.1 10.0 4.0 12.8 13.1

8.0 13.0 11.3 8.0 28.0 16.9 10.0 14.0 16.2 10.0 8.0 13.0 9.0 7.0 11.1 10.0 10.0 13.5 13.2

18.0 12.0 24.2 18.0 11.0 25.0 20.0 2.0 22.0 18.0 11.0 12.0 15.6 18.0 13.0 6.0 16.5 18.0 13.0 6.0 16.6 12.0

5.0 41.0 22.4 4.0 51.0 23.7 9.0 110.0 35.2 13.0 115.0 39.8 13.0 108.0 39.5 11.0 130.0 40.9 40.9

244.8 269.7 297.3 310.7 317.8 321.3 303.9 0.0

6 positions moved to RDNO due to 
Water Agreement

Added a Recreation Programmer position as 
approved in Regional District budget

Took on operation of Arenas in August of 2009 at the request of 
the Regional District.

First full year operating Arenas Took on the operation of the Outdoor Pools in June 2012 at the request of the 
Regional District.

Did not replace managers position (included with Utilities), 2 other 
positions not replaced.

Valve and Flushing operators moved from Water to 
Utilities

Water Manager replaced

Arena Attendants in PW (Parks) Arenas moved to Recreation

Instrument/Electrician position added part way 
through year, one position vacated and unfilled.

Spray Irrigation added

Airport assistant added Admin assistant's and overtime hours increased to cover 
sick time

Permanent part time assistant hired

Additional irrigation position added due to 
additional linear parks

Arborist added due to additional landscaping/trees Fluctuations in staffing due to position vacancies and work load; additional 
help required for increases in summer sweeping and capital projects

Staffing fluctuations due to changes in capital and employee status Valve and Flushing operators moved from Water to 
Utilities

H/D Mechanic  added to bring work in-house, 0.5 
Fire & Rescue Mechanic, HVAC Technician 
approved

Carpenter position approved, hired part way through year Manager Building Services added, Garage staff assisted 
Airport with after hours fueling.

Transfer Subdivision Tech from Planning to Engineering Added 1 Engineering position fully 
funded by GVW

Manager, Secretary II (Receptionist), 0.8 Admin 
Assistant

Manager, Secretary II (Receptionist), 0.8 Admin 
Assistant, Utilities Assistant split between Admin, 
Water and Sewer Clerical support/holiday relief.

Asset Management Tech position approved but not filled Asset Management Tech position 
transferred to Engineering

New position Manager Engineering Development                                               
New Position Director of Engineering

Transfer 2 GIS positions from IS to Engineering
Filled vacant Infrastructure Engineer position

Transfer Secretary 1 from Planning to Engineering

Minimum staffing levels changed from 3 on duty 
to 5 on duty from collective bargaining agreement. 
This was done to ensure meeting Worksafe BC 
requirements of two in and two out. 4 additional 
fire fighter positions were approved to meet this 
requirement.

New positions: Training Officer & Fire Inspector---- Emergency 
Management Coordinator transferred from H.R.

Regional Emergency Management Function created. New 
ESS position and 4 Communication Operators hired to 
enhance dispatch capabilities. Deleted Deputy Chief of 
Operations.

 Operations 

Fire & Rescue
Fire & Rescue 
Services

Engineering Engineering Services

 Operations 
Administration 

Fleet & Facilities Operations

Sanitary & Storm Sewers Operations

Public Works Operations

Recreation** Recreation

Parks** Operations

Water** Operations

Airport Operations

Vernon Water 
Reclamation Plant

Operations

* FULL TIME EQUIVALENT (FTE): is a unit of measure for employed individuals that makes them comparable despite working different hours per week, month or year. It is measured by the number of hours worked by all employees of an organization or department, divided by the standard employee work week. In this example five employees 
could work seven hours per week for a total of 35 hours and have a calculated FTE of 1. (Standard Hours of Work/Year: CUPE Schedule A - 1820; CUPE Schedule B - 2080; IAFF - 2184)

~ Approved Position (AP):  is a unit of measure for employed individuals that makes them comparable despite working different hours per week, month or year. It is measured by the budgeted number of hours worked by all employees of an organization or department, divided by the standard employee work week. These calculations are 
performed in the same manner as Full Time Equivalents, but for the purposes of budgeted and approved positions excludes provisions for overtimes hours. 

• Persons Count, Full Time Persons (FTP) and Part Time Persons (PTP): is a descriptive measure of the number of different people employed within a business unit during the fiscal year. It is measured by the number of individuals who have charged time to a department in any capacity during the year. Individuals charging the equivalent of full 
 l h   h    d  ll   h  h  l  h  f ll  l h   h    d     h  d   d  f l  

Staffing increases due to approval of road rehab budget and capital works



Vernon Core Services Review Summary April 24, 2013 Actions Taken To Date

Opportinity ID Opportunity Description Origination Division Department Status One Time  Ongoing Impacts Cumulative Impacts
Budget Recap 2012 Budget Deficit - (1,011,971)                       (1,011,971)                              

- 2013 Non Market Tax Growth Taxation RI 353,193                           (658,778)                                 
- 2013 Tax Revenue Increase Taxation RI 546,196                           (112,582)                                 
- 2013 Reduction in Project Spending Expenses ER 221,700                           109,118                                  
- 2013 Operating Increase Expenses EI (75,685)                            33,433                                     33,433            

Fee Increases and Adjustments
108 Consolidate the North, South and mobile Visitor Information Centres with a single location, ideally downtown. Administration Community Development Tourism In Process ER 51,000                             51,000                                     
117 New building permit fees such as permit renewal fees Administration Community Development Planning Completed RI 6,000                                57,000                                     
100 Increase business licensing fees  and contractor registration fees Administration Community Development Business Licensing Completed RI 4,775                                61,775                                     
102 Introduce a new non-refundable application fee Administration Community Development Planning Completed RI 5,000                                66,775                                     
115 Establish other Community Development fees Administration Community Development Planning Completed RI 69,000                             135,775                                  

98 Increase Planning Review fees per budget proposal Administration Community Development Planning Completed RI 3,000                                138,775                                  
56 Increase parking fines ($5 if paid within 14 days) up to at least $15 - like Kelowna Administration Corporate Services Bylaw Completed RI 153,540                           292,315                                  
57 Increase on-street parking rates - $.50/hr since 1983 Administration Corporate Services Bylaw Completed RI 349,860                           642,175                                  
95 Increase Monthly Parking Lot Rates at City lots Administration Corporate Services Bylaw Completed RI 73,359                             715,534                                  

136 Provide First Medical Responder service in IR #6 on a fee for service basis Administration Fire Fire General In Process RI 7,900                                723,434                                  
128 Fire-Rescue revenue from providing a range of medical, emergency and career oriented courses to members of the public Administration Fire Fire General In Process RI 47,200                             770,634                                  
143 Establish a series of fees for services provided by the Fire-Rescue Department, including fee for re-inspections caused by non-compliance Administration Fire Fire General Approved RI 1,900                                772,534                                  
140 Establish fee for attendance to non-compliant Burn Permit incidents ($1000 PER INCIDENT) Administration Fire Fire General Approved RI 3,400                                775,934                                  
139 Establish fee for Open Burning Permits Administration Fire Fire General Completed RI 3,000                                778,934                                  

Establish other Fire rescue fees Administration Fire Fire General Completed RI 4,750                                783,684                                  
111 Remove Communities in Bloom Program Administration Operations Ops Admin Completed ER 9,100                                792,784                                  
123 Eliminate sidewalk snow clearing for snowfalls in excess of 15mm Administration Operations Ops Admin Completed ER 20,000                             812,784                                  

Implement Volunteer criminal record check fees Administration Financial Services Finance Completed RI 7,500                                820,284                                  820,284         

Staffing adjustments
Eliminate Manager of Protective Services position realign reporting structure under Corporate services Administration Corporate Services 2013 Completed SR 70,000                             70,000                                     
2013 RCMP  Officer  Reductions (reduce 2013 proposed budget) Administration RCMP 2013 In Process SR 207,271                           277,271                                  
2013 RCMP   M.E. Reductions (reduce 2013 proposed budget) Administration RCMP 2013 In Process SR 90,000                             367,271                                  
Replace Airport Manager with working supervisor at Airport eliminating one management position Administration Operations 2013 Completed SR 85,000                             452,271                                  
Combine duties of Water Manager and Utility Manager eliminating one management position Administration Operations 2013 Completed SR 100,000                           552,271                                  552,271         

Other Adjustments Lighting upgrades and other building improvements reducing Hydro costs by 10%  annually Administration Operations 2013 Completed ER 95,000                             95,000                                     
VWRC Upgrades to reduce natural Gas consumption by 30% annually Administration Operations 2013 Completed ER 30,000                             125,000                                  
Auto Vehicle Locator (GPS) systems in city vehicles and changes in vehicle use practices reducing fuel use by $ 30,000 in first quarter of 2013 Administration Operations 2013 Completed ER 100,000                           225,000                                  
Elimination of water 'on call' and reorganizing call out procedures Administration Operations 2013 Completed ER 35,000                             260,000                                  
Eliminate 2013 one time transition for RCMP Buffer Administration RCMP 2014 210,000  ER 470,000                                  470,000         

210,000  1,632,555                        1,842,555$    
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